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INTRODUCTION 

 

On the corner of Fourteenth and Main, about as far west as you can go in Missouri, sits 

the Alamo Drafthouse Cinema. It’s one of those hipster cinemas where they serve food to you 

while you watch the movie. But in 1921 it was a grand theater. Opening day coincided with Vice 

President Calvin Coolidge’s visit to Kansas City, back when it was called “The Mainstreet.”  1

People flocked the theater to see, amongst other acts, “two brothers in blackface, advertised as 

‘Impersonators of the Southern Negro.’”  This was an unequal city, a black and white city, a 2

racist city.  

Fast forward sixty years, to Compton, California, in Los Angeles’ South Central. It’s hot, 

but not as hot as the South. Thousands upon thousands of black Americans have traveled West to 

settle in Compton as part of the Great Migration, in search of a comfortable home and a better 

life. But by the 1980s, the neighborhood was decimated by the arrival of crack cocaine, a drug 

which had a catastrophic effect on the community. In response, the Los Angeles Police 

Department practically criminalized many Compton natives in their own neighborhood. In the 

shadows of Hollywood, Compton stirred like a sleeping dragon. By 1992 it was in flames.   3

Despite the deep racial prejudice that defined both 1930s Kansas City and 1980s Los 

Angeles, distinctive cultural movements blossomed from black communities within both 

municipalities. In Kansas City, a unique no-frills attitude towards music paved the way for 

bebop, a style of jazz defined by its aversion for conventionality. Los Angeles, on the other hand, 

oversaw the introduction of violence, sex, and controversial language to the hip-hop canon when 

1 John Simonson. Paris of the Plains. (Stroud: The History Press, 2010), 24. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Josh Sides. “Straight into Compton,” American Quarterly 56.3 (2004): 583. 
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it presented its homegrown approach—gangster rap—to what was then still a budding genre. 

Taken together, one narrative emerges—that of these two movements, in two cities, transforming 

American music forever.  

Typically, history favors a narrative by which one event transitions into another. 

According to jazz scholar Scott Devaux, “this view of history privileges continuity over 

discontinuity.”  In a word, then, history favors evolution. But both bebop and gangster rap 4

marked acute and critical switches in jazz and hip-hop respectively, genres that possess (and 

continue to retain) a sweeping influence over popular music and culture. These movements were 

not simply a dot on an evolutionary timeline—instead, they branched off in a revolutionary new 

direction. Though this thesis consulted secondary works that favor an evolutionary approach (the 

title of Frank Driggs and Chuck Haddix’s “Kansas City Jazz: From Ragtime to Bebop” makes 

this immediately apparent), I have utilized the events presented in such works to stitch together a 

new narrative, one which fosters a revolutionary portrayal. In doing so, this thesis better 

appreciates the creative genius of each art form, cherishing them as something extraordinary and 

unpredictable rather than inevitable. As forms of art led by black musicians, both gangster rap 

and bebop were regularly attacked for being too controversial and political at the time of their 

inception.  But, paradoxically, despite the fact that this reaction bolsters a revolutionary 5

approach, the creative genius of the artists who inspired such a response was largely glossed over 

during the periods in question precisely because they were black musicians. By discussing both 

bebop and gangster rap as revolutions within music, however, we more adequately appreciate the 

4 Scott Devaux, The Birth of Bebop (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 4.  
5 Richard Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic (New York: Oxford University Press USA - OSO, 2008), 6. 
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creative genius of the artists that led them, and thereby present a more inclusive historical 

narrative.  

But why compare these two movements specifically? Both jazz and hip-hop have 

had—and will continue to have—a lasting effect on music and popular culture. In today’s 

streaming era, hip-hop consistently dominates—over the course of 2019, it retained 27.7% of the 

market share, beating rock’s 19.8% and doubling pop’s measly 14%.  Jazz, on the other hand, is 6

a much older genre, and is far less popular than hip-hop is today. Nonetheless, jazz’s influence 

remains—the genre has served to challenge and transform American culture for more than 

one-hundred years. As such, jazz has influenced hip-hop, and hip-hop has influenced jazz. And 

together, they continue to influence every genre of American music. Both gangster rap and 

bebop, then, were revolutions that occurred within two of America’s most influential genres of 

music. 

Second, both took place in metropolitan areas located hundreds of miles away from 

where each genre was born. As a tale of two cities, this thesis focuses on musical movements 

that exploded in Kansas City and Los Angeles, worlds away from New Orleans and New York. 

Furthermore, both revolutions were born in predominantly black neighborhoods 

disproportionately oppressed by those that governed them. As we will see, African American 

communities in 1930s Kansas City and 1980s South Central LA were both victimized by a 

proliferation of narcotics, prostitution, and violence, all while their citizens were denied access to 

a plethora of jobs. 

6  Ed Christman, “Nielsen Music/MRC Data 2019 Report,” Billboard, January 10, 2020, 
https://www.billboard.com/articles/business/8547770/nielsen-music-mrc-data-2019-report-streaming-tops-1-trillion-
first-time 
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But what exactly made these two movements revolutionary? As hinted earlier, crucially 

this question must be reframed—it is not simply a matter of what made them revolutionary, but 

who. As musical movements, they are distinctly related to the musicians who created 

them—artists, of course, are more than victims of circumstance. The individuals who pioneered 

these two new art forms are integral parts of the narrative that this thesis sets forth.  

In fact, these artists’ experiences lie at the very core of the revolutions they led. This 

thesis approaches these revolutions from the perspectives of their creators whenever possible. 

And in both Kansas City and Los Angeles, each revolution was led by an original figure who 

essentially opened the door for who would become the recognized face of the new sound. This 

thesis argues, for example, that in Kansas City pianist Count Basie created a space in which 

Charlie Parker launched his musical career—a career  that would culminate in leading the bebop 

revolution. This thesis follows this journey, tracing a new take on bebop from infancy to fruition, 

like a vinyl record being flipped from the A-side to the B-side. In Los Angeles, the situation was 

much the same—Ice-T created the first gangster rap song in the city, thereby opening the door 

for the genre’s first group, N***az With Attitude (N.W.A).  For clarity, this thesis is divided 7

along these lines into four chapters—two per revolution.  

The process of writing a thesis that compares and contrasts two revolutions also affords 

the luxury of demonstrating similarities. And in demonstrating similarities, a clear formula for 

revolutionary music may be articulated. Both the gangster rap and bebop revolutions, for 

7 As I wrote this thesis, I had to think carefully about the words I chose to reprint on paper. Though I did not write 
this thesis by hand, I still felt responsible for the words I typed. For this reason, I decided that I would not spell out 
the n-word on paper. I asterisked the middle of the word but decided to keep the endings used by those who I 
quoted, as their spellings varied. I wanted to make sure that despite my choice to use asterisks I still did my best to 
censor as little as possible. As a white person, I just felt as though it was not my place to type or print the word in 
full.  
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example, were deeply influenced by their surroundings—surroundings that, as aforementioned, 

were so restrictive that they contained those who lived there to a significant degree, thereby 

creating a space in which a distinctive culture was forged. Furthermore, the restraining nature of 

these surroundings also encouraged locals to innovate—and, to a degree, to be controversial—so 

that they could spread their voice by creating art that would be heard outside of their immediate 

surroundings.  

Of course, for such dissemination to occur, various mediums were required to bridge the 

crucial link between these communities and the outside world. In both Kansas City and Los 

Angeles, the radio, for example, was a critical link that broadcast the new music to unsuspecting 

listeners. As alluded to earlier, however, the role of the individuals—the musicians—who led 

these revolutions are a central component of each movement. From Charlie Parker to Eazy E, the 

individuals who created these new sounds possessed an array of almost unfathomable talents, 

boasting photographic brains, uncanny musical talents, and even extraordinary senses of 

financial literacy.  

Though it took years to develop these new forms of music, both revolutions were realized 

at a specific moment. In Kansas City and Los Angeles, these moments came in the form of 

specific records—Charlie Parker’s “Ko Ko” recording in 1936 and N.W.A’s 1988 hit “_ _ _ _ 

Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks)” were the moments by which their respective revolutions 

erupted.  

Lastly, as opposed to a steady, almost unnoticeable evolutionary transition, these 

revolutions inspired dramatic public reactions. The public perceived the new sounds as 

sufficiently controversial so as to warrant outspoken pushback. And in a sense, the public’s 
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reaction served as a sort of litmus test that measured the revolutionary nature of each sudden 

shift in music.  

In other words, there must be a restrictive location, a disseminating medium, an 

inordinately talented individual or group of individuals, a specific moment, and a substantial and 

somewhat negative public reaction in response to the new music for it to be considered 

revolutionary. This formula is perhaps the greatest contribution of this thesis, as it serves to 

magnify the fact that no scholar has yet written a lengthy comparative analysis of the birth of hip 

hop’s gangster rap and jazz’s bebop. As the first of its kind, this thesis has had to craft its own 

path, develop its own understanding, and come to its own conclusions without the benefit of 

referring to a remotely similar body of work.  

This thesis is entering new historiographical ground, and as such, there is limited room 

for a comparative historiographical analysis. This is compounded by the fact that the 

underground nature of both revolutionary movements means that much of their history is rooted 

in oral accounts and witness testimonies. This is part of the reason why there is a noticeable lack 

of scholarship on both Kansas City jazz and Los Angeles gangster rap.   8

Gangster rap, in particular, as an especially recent movement, is particularly 

underreported in scholarly discourse. Unsurprisingly, then, the vast majority of sources consulted 

for this thesis dealing with gangster rap have been written in the last five years. Nonetheless, 

they vary in how they make sense of the gangster rap revolution. Gerrick D. Kennedy’s Parental 

Discretion is Advised: The Rise of N.W.A and the Dawn of Gangsta Rap places N.W.A at the 

core of the movement, whereas the most recent significant publication on the subject, Felicia 

8 Frank Driggs and Chuck Haddix, Kansas City Jazz: From Ragtime to Bebop — A History (Oxford: University 
Press), 1.  
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Angeja Viator’s To Live and Defy in LA: How Gangsta Rap Changed America places far more 

emphasis on the socio-political climate of 20th-century South Central LA. This thesis fits 

somewhere along the middle of this spectrum, emphasizing both the role of South Central and 

the lives of its artists as equally as possible.  

When analyzing the bebop revolution, on the other hand, a lack of scholarly works on the 

subject is even more apparent. This thesis argues that Charlie Parker’s bebop revolution 

originated in Kansas City’s Reno Club, where Count Basie had created a space that emphasized 

free musical expression and virtuosity above all else. Currently, this is the only scholarly work to 

make such an assertion—no other work goes as far as to distinctly link bebop to the Reno Club. 

Max Harrison’s 1960 “Charlie Parker,” for example, completely glosses over the Reno, instead 

arguing that the young Parker was completely unaware of Count Basie and His Barons of 

Rhythm.  But the more recent account of Parker’s life, 2015’s “Bird: The Life and Music of 9

Charlie Parker” by historian Chuck Haddix completely revises this history, even going as far as 

to claim that “Charlie and Gene Ramey learned their craft...in the alleyway behind the Reno.”  10

Problems such as these frequently presented themselves over the course of my research.  

Of course, time also played an important role in influencing how historians made sense of 

both of these revolutions. In 1973, former bebop record label founder (Dial Records) Ross 

Russell published his biography of Charlie Parker, titled “Bird Lives!” Hidden in the 

bibliography at the book’s end, Russell wrote the following:  

Throughout its life jazz has been continually, deliberately and         
literally denigrated. Still more indefensible is the fact that it          
continues to be. If one admits that black America has been able to             
produce a revolutionary and very important art, that is indeed a           

9 Max Harrison, Charlie Parker (New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, Inc, 1960), 3.  
10 Chuck Haddix, Bird: The Life and Music of Charlie Parker (Baltimore: University of Illinois Press, 2013), 20.  

10 



dangerous concession. Such an admission has never been made by          
the white establishment in America. Nor is it being made today.  11

 

As this thesis will make clear, in founding bebop, a virtuosic, erudite, and demanding new form 

of jazz, Charlie Parker was a controversial, sophisticated artist who, according to scholar Bernard 

Gendron, led “that great revolution in jazz that made all subsequent jazz modernisms possible.”  12

Yet almost two decades after Parker tragically passed away, his role - and that of countless other 

black musicians - was, evidently, still underappreciated. According to Russell, this stemmed 

from Parker’s race. Clearly, jazz musicians were being deprived of the status afforded to artists. 

Fortunately, time has given jazz the respect it deserves. Whereas in 1970 Ross Russell argued it 

was a “dangerous concession” to “admit...that black America has been able to produce a...very 

important art,” by 2002 Charlie Parker’s 1945 recording of “Ko Ko” was preserved, indefinitely, 

at the Library of Congress. As of May 3, 2020, the Library of Congress’ website listed the work 

as “of enduring importance to American culture.” In other words, time eventually caught up to 

the art. 

Hip-hop, a more recent form of art that, like jazz, was created by African American 

artists, has not been afforded the same luxury. Even today, many continue to attack the art form, 

seeing it as low-brow art (if art at all), juvenile and unsophisticated. Early gangster rap, above 

all, received the full blow of such criticism—people believed its lyrical content was too violent, 

too misogynistic, too vulgar. But according to preacher and academic Michael Eric Dyson, such 

criticism failed to appreciate the music as “fundamentally an art form that traffics in hyperbole, 

11 Ross Russell, Bird Lives! The High Life & Hard Times of Charlie (Yardbird) Parker (Cambridge: Da Capo Press, 
1996), 328.  
12 Bernard Gendron, Between Montmartre and the Mudd Club: Popular Music and the Avant-Garde (Illinois: 
University of Chicago Press, 2002), 157.  

11 



parody, kitsch, dramatic license, double entendres, signification, and other literary and artistic 

conventions to get its point across.”  N.W.A’s Ice Cube publicly struggled to make this much 13

clear to his audiences. In an early 1990s interview on CNBC, he jadedly explained, “You have 

TV programs and you have the news...Of course the TV programs are in most part fiction, and 

the news is real. And with my records you have both: you have the news, and you have the 

fictional things…”  But as was the case with jazz through the 1970s, these artistic conventions 14

were not appreciated as such, and instead, the music was seen as offering nothing more than the 

literal meaning of its lyrics. Seeing as a 1992 Billboard magazine article written by white folk 

singer Michelle Schocked and her (also white) husband argued that “the chicken-thieving, 

razor-toting ‘coon’ of the 1890s is the drug-dealing, Uzi-toting ‘n***a’ of today’” when 

condemning N.W.A, it probably isn’t too much of a stretch to assume that gangster rap’s 

inadequate reception stemmed, at least in part, from racism.  15

Though in either case such discrimination would not be hard to find, by placing jazz and 

hip-hop in conversation with one another, on the same page, we may better our understanding of 

how it effected both. But as we do, it is imperative that we do not lose sight of the art itself.  

For too long, misunderstandings have defined history’s relationship to both bebop and 

gangster rap. Today, they continue to define how we make sense of art—particularly art that 

revolutionizes music as we know it. As time moves forward, so do we. But as we do, we must 

13 Michael Eric Dyson, Know What I Mean? Reflections on Hip Hop (New York: Civitas Books, 2010), prelude, 
Kindle.  
14 X+, “Ice Cube interviewed on CNBC during the early 90’s,” YouTube, April 25, 2016, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRYJTKUabhc. 
15

 Michelle Schocked and Bart Bull, “L.A. Riots: Cartoons vs. Reality - Gangster Rappers Preserve White Myths,” 
Billboard, June 20, 1992, 6.  

12 
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not lose sight of the past, precisely because it informs the present. Music, of course, is no 

different. This thesis attempts to show you why.  
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SIDE-A:  
BECOMING COUNT BASIE 

 
“The adage in Kansas City was—and still is—say something on your horn, not just show off your                 
versatility and ability to execute. Tell us a story, and don’t let it be a lie. Let it mean something,                    
if it’s only one note...”  

—Gene Ramey, bassist  16

 

 
Figure 1 - Count Basie, 1955  17

 

16 Gene Ramey, “Gene Ramey,” interview by Stanley Dance, The World of Count Basie (Cambridge: Da Capo 
Press, 1980), 266-267.  
17 “Count Basie, Newport Jazz Festival, 1955 (CTB01),” Morrison Hotel Gallery, accessed May 3, 2020, 
https://www.morrisonhotelgallery.com/photographs/R1ZxGa/Count-Basie-Newport-Jazz-Festival-1955-CTB01.  

14 
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Welcome to Kansas City, Missouri. It’s the early 1930s. Prohibition is in full effect, yet, 

surprisingly, you would have absolutely no idea. Trams littered streets so crowded pedestrians 

sometimes had to step into the road. Bright lights flickered and spun round theater marquees, 

motor engines charged by; the tops of buildings almost seemed to touch the clouds. Liquor stores 

packaged alcohol wholesale before delivering it to hundreds of venues eager to serve thirsty 

travelers and locals alike.  

From 1925 until 1939, Kansas City was ruled by Tom Pendergast, a charismatic yet 

highly corrupt politician who, for his own personal and financial interest, made the city a hub for 

gambling, prostitution, illegal drinking, and dancing. This, combined with the city’s central 

location in the Midwest, made it the epicenter of nightlife for miles around. In this fantastically 

eccentric city, a new sound, deeply rooted in the blues, was taking form. It would take a young 

man from New Jersey, William James Basie, to both realize that sound and to bring it to a 

national audience. But by then, he was known as the “Count.” 

Count Basie, above all, brought Kansas City jazz to national attention. He did so as a 

fantastically talented musician who had the ability to translate into music the unique 

circumstance of almost every black man in early 20th-century Kansas City: that of inescapable 

daily oppression in perhaps what was the greatest hub of entertainment—both legal and 

illegal—on the planet. He did so by stripping his music of the commercialized frills all too 

popular with the prominent big bands of the time. Instead, he focused on the rhythm. As the next 

chapter will make evident, it was this anti-commercial approach—this focus on the music’s feel 

and meaning—that Basie fostered in Kansas City. The environment that he created nursed the 

15 



young Charlie Parker to musical maturity, a musician who, after departing Kansas City for New 

York, led the bebop revolution, and, in turn, completely transformed American music.  

* * * 

By the 1920s, Kansas City was well under way in its transformation from a small trading 

post, frequented by migrants traveling West, to a bustling metropolis that served even those who 

lived hundreds of miles away. In 1896 the Hannibal Bridge became the first bridge to cross the 

Missouri River, bringing the railroad with it, completely transforming the city’s economy.  18

During this period, large numbers of African Americans migrated to Kansas City from the Deep 

South in search of a better life, as Kansas City had long been seen as a symbol of great 

opportunity and fortune. As early as the 1870s Kansas City was home to famed gambling halls 

and their faro banks, hosting the likes of Jesse James, the notorious train robber and gang leader, 

who once lived incognito in Kansas City. The city had a gambling addiction: locals were known 

for betting “...on horse races, dog fights, free-for-alls with rats, cock fights, and, in an extremity, 

they played fly-loo. This last game called for rare judgement, the players placing their money on 

common houseflies and guessing which one would move first, in what direction and how far.”   19

But gambling-obsessed Kansas City was yet to see its vice peak. In 1925 Thomas Joseph 

“T.J.” Pendergast rose to power. As the younger brother of Kansas City’s first Democratic big 

city boss, James Pendergast, T.J. quickly rose through the ranks, first an alderman in the city 

council before eventually becoming the Chairman of the Jackson County Democractic Party.  20

18 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City Jazz, 7. 
19 William M. Reddig, Tom’s Town: Kansas City and the Pendergast Legend (Columbia: University of Missouri 
Press, 1986), 24.  
20 Ibid, 8, 359.  
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T.J. invested in wholesale liquor and taverns, and by the time Prohibition came around, it 

was clear he would have to circumvent the law in order to maintain profits. As a result, Kansas 

City became known as the “Paris of the Plains:—a city where prostitutes freely lured in 

customers just blocks away from its courthouse, gambling halls were a common sight, and 

nightclubs served up marijuana, alcohol and drugs all on the same menu. Oddly enough, the city 

had turned into the antithesis of what the lawmakers in their neighboring state stood for: In 1880, 

Kansas became the first state to ban the possession and sale of alcohol in its constitution.  21

Ironically, then, Kansas City was evidently not at all like Kansas. It was ‘Tom’s Town,’ the 

Midwest’s Las Vegas.  

 

 
Figure 2 - Kansas City, 1920s  22

 

Tom’s Town fell just inside the Missouri state line, a region defined by its deep roots in 

slavery, segregation, and racism. This dreadful cocktail made sure that the city maintained its 

sharp racial divisions, and as a result, Kansas City grew into a complex web of racially 

21 Haddix, Bird, 6.  
22 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City Jazz, 50.  
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homogenous neighborhoods. Much like New York City’s Harlem, Kansas City’s 18th & Vine 

was one such self-contained community, and the area boasted its own selection of theatres, clubs, 

ballrooms, bars and grills—even its own baseball team and newspaper. African Americans living 

in Kansas City were barred from almost every opportunity afforded to their white neighbors, but 

for much of the 1920s and 1930s the 18th & Vine area was, according to bandleader Andy Kirk, 

“...a regular mecca for young blacks from other parts of the country aspiring to higher things 

than janitor or chauffeur.”  23

It was in this neighborhood that Kansas City jazz began to take form. On one hot 

afternoon in July 1917, a group of musicians from a visiting band, Drake and Walker’s Big 

Musical Production, decided to compete, publicly, against the Billy King tent show. According 

to a reporter from the Kansas City Sun, the showdown included a “terrible interchange of 

vehement artillery fire” - or exchange of jazz licks (short repeated phrases).  This showdown set 24

the precedent for Kansas City jazz, eventually known for its culture of jam sessions and band 

competitions.  The birth of Kansas City jazz coincided with the moment America suddenly 25

became dance crazy—the end of World War I brought with it the Jazz Age, and young and old 

Americans alike hit the dancefloor in grand ballrooms across the nation.  Of course, Kansas City 26

was most appropriately positioned for the new demand in entertainment: the city was already 

home to an unusually large number of dance halls and ballrooms possessing a bounty of jobs for 

young musicians. Artists and groups from across the country migrated to Kansas City in search 

23 Ibid, 25.  
24 Ibid, 40.  
25 Sarah Daynes, ““Too Marvelous for Words… Maurice Halbwachs, Kansas City Jazz, and the Language of 
Music,” in Durkheim, the Durkheimians, and the Arts, ed. by Alexander Riley, W.S.F. Pickering and William Watts 
Miller (New York: Durkheim Press, 2013), 166.  
26 Haddix, Bird, 59.  
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of work, bringing with them their musical heritage. Between 1927 and 1930, the local black 

musicians union, Local 627, grew from 87 members to 347.  27

Kansas City’s geographical location in the heart of the great plains resulted in a stronger 

emphasis on the blues and a four-to-the-bar rhythm. By the 1930s, the twelve-bar blues structure 

would come to be known as a central tenement of the city’s jazz, no doubt stemming in large part 

from its proximity to the Deep South. Kansas City jazz was also largely unwritten: musicians 

typically performed “head arrangements,” or compositions that had been learned by ear and then 

played from memory. Call and response, as well, became a central pillar of Kansas City jazz.  28

Jazz drummer Jo Jones explained: 

 

Always remember that we are playing our experiences, have got to           
project our experiences, of what we’ve had in common. We set           
that to music, according to the tune.   29

 

Early Kansas City jazz bands were divided into three categories: territory bands, big 

bands, and small groups. Territory bands were groups that primarily performed outside of 

Kansas City, often in the small farming towns that dotted Wyoming’s flat hills and the Dakotas’ 

forests. These groups would regularly stop in Kansas City to indulge in its intemperate nightlife 

scene and plethora of jobs. Territory bands were known for their ability to play any number of 

different subgenres of jazz, as their work required that they perform to enormously varied 

audiences.  Small groups, on the other hand, typically resided in the city, performing at small 30

27 Ibid, 63-64.  
28 Daynes, “Too Marvelous for Words,” 163.  
29 Jo Jones, “Jo Jones,” interview by Stanley Dance, The World of Count Basie (Cambridge: Da Capo Press, 1980), 
57-58. 
30 Daynes, “Too Marvelous for Words,” 166.  
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bars or clubs, and even movie theaters. Typically constituting less than seven members, their 

performances usually provided background music more than anything else. In contrast, big 

bands, who had enough musicians to divide their horns into sections, often played battles or jam 

sessions in the 18th & Vine Area, or, alternatively, performed a regular stint at one of the city’s 

large whites-only ballrooms downtown. The best of these bands were able to produce head 

arrangements on the spot, to improvise with great skill, and to then to do it all over again the next 

night.  

Bennie Moten’s band was one such group. Born in 1894 in Kansas City, Moten was a 

pianist and bandleader. Having lived in Kansas City for much of his life he was deeply 

influenced by the new jazz music that was beginning to take shape, and by 1923 he was leading 

his own orchestra. At that point, Kansas City jazz’s unique flavor—inspired by ragtime, blues, 

and band music—had not yet been introduced to a national audience. Moten was aware of this, 

and, in a ploy to attract greater attention, named his group the Kansas City Orchestra.  In 1924 31

he recorded his group, displaying incipient elements of Kansas City jazz such as head 

arrangements and a four-to-the-bar rhythm to those who purchased the music.  32

The new sound was a roaring success, and Bennie Moten and his Kansas City Orchestra 

were catapulted to regional fame. As a result, the band travelled nationally, driving as far as New 

York. It was there, in Harlem, home to jazz’s biggest names, that Moten became more and more 

infatuated with finding success. Leroy Berry, a guitarist for the band, observed: “We tried to 

study what the public liked and we gave it to them. Bennie was like that….He pounded it into 

our heads that we weren’t playing for ourselves but for the people who paid to dance, and he 

31 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City, 47.  
32 Ibid, 49.  
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proved it all the time.” Despite Moten’s best attempts, the band was still seen as different, almost 

otherworldly, by New Yorkers. According to trumpeter Ed Lewis, “The people never heard 

anything like it….It really upset New York, and from that time on we were known as the 

international band. Before that we were just known as the Midwestern band.”  33

But Moten was too infatuated with imitating New York to continue carving his own path. 

In early September 1928, he brought his band to record for the Victor label in Camden, New 

Jersey, where the group played tunes that moved significantly away from the spontaneity and 

rhythmic feel of Kansas City jazz.  While Moten was able to bring Kansas City jazz to national 34

attention, he was unable to do so with no strings attached—rather than staying true to his roots, 

he diluted his band’s sound by imitating others. It would take a younger, more hip musician to 

bring that sound to Moten’s Kansas City Orchestra. His name, though he did not yet know it, was 

Count Basie. 

Basie was, ironically, not born in Kansas City, but in Red Bank, New Jersey, in 1904. He 

found himself in Kansas City by way of New York, having traveled across the country as a 

pianist. As a child, Basie was forced to work early—the automobile boom of the early 20th 

century had put his father, a coachman, out of work, and the young Basie was hired as a laborer 

before starting his career as a musician. Basie’s hustle was motivated by his desire to provide for 

his mother:  

 

...I never did like the idea of my mother having to work at anything              
like washing and ironing and cooking and all that jive. I used to tell              
her that all the time, and one day I drew the picture of an              
automobile and showed it to her and said, “One of these days I’m             
going to get you a car just like that, and I’m going to stop you from                

33 Ibid, 57-58.  
34 Ibid, 58.  
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working.” That was the first important thing I really wanted to do            
in life, and all of that was also what made me decide that I had to                
get out of Red Bank one day. That was my aim, and it never left               
my mind no matter where I went.   35

 

It was that determination and ambition that encouraged Basie to get up and leave New 

Jersey in search of a new life. He was a terrible student (“School, I’m sorry to say, was not my 

thing...I used to stay in one grade so long it was shameful”), and an okay pianist (“...I won first 

place...I don’t really think I was that good…”), but he was incredibly confident and had a passion 

for showmanship.  With this skill set, Basie began performing in New York, and, before long, 36

with the Blue Devils band in Oklahoma, then one of the best bands in the Midwest, where he 

learned how to play the blues.  37

Basie’s spell with the Blue Devils brought him to Kansas City. The band stopped for a 

run at the Lincoln Theater on 18th Street, where, immediately afterwards, Basie took sick and 

was admitted to hospital for weeks. When he was ultimately discharged, he began searching for a 

new job. Though his outsiderness was obvious to fellow musicians, he was hired at the Eblon 

Theater, a movie house on Vine Street.  According to Basie, he was taking a stroll up the street 38

when he noticed a sign on the theater’s door, clearly advertising the venue’s recently-installed 

Wicks organ. Basie went inside and listened to a woman play it, providing music for the silent 

picture on display. Once she left for her lunch break, Basie took his chance: 

 

The woman still wasn’t back from wherever she went for lunch or            
whatever she went out to do, and the feature picture was back on             

35 Albert Murray, Good Morning Blues: The Autobiography of Count Basie (New York: Random House, 1985), 27. 
36 Ibid, 29, 34. 
37 Ibid, 10.  
38 Jimmy Rushing, “Jimmy Rushing,” interview by Stanley Dance, The World of Count Basie (Cambridge: Da Capo 
Press, 1980), 22.  
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again. So I finally got him [another musician working at the           
theater] to go back there and turn the switch on, and I went in and               
started. There was a sad scene up on the screen. The audience            
really should have been just about ready to cry. But I opened up             
with the ‘Bugle Blues’ on the organ, and the kids in there for the              
matinee started clapping right after I hit the break. Two or three of             
them breaks and the house was rocking. That’s when Jap Eblon,           
the owner of the theater, came running down there.  39

 

Basie had officially entered the Kansas City music scene. In typical fashion, he was 

unable to resist starting a party. But in a nod to his school days, he had managed to get himself 

into trouble. The owner of the theater was furious with Basie, who had played the organ without 

permission. But by that point, Basie was such a brilliant performer and pianist that the owner had 

no option but to offer him a job.  Accepting the gig, Basie now called Kansas City home. 40

Though he loved that organ, Basie had bigger ambitions than working at a movie theater, 

and was hungry to perform again with a band. After another stint with the Blue Devils, he 

returned to Kansas City in search of a new group. According to Basie, “...the band that had the 

biggest reputation in the whole Kansas, Oklahoma, and Missouri territory in those days was the 

one led by Bennie Moten,” and he was eager to be a part of it.  But joining Moten’s band as a 41

pianist was no easy feat, especially since Moten himself was the piano player. This didn’t seem 

to phase Basie: 

 

Bennie was a hell of a good piano player. He could play all kinds              
of stuff that I wasn’t even about to try to tackle. But I have always               
been a conniver and began saying to myself, I got to see how I can               
connive my way into that band. I like that band. I got to play with               
that band.  42

39 Murray, Good Morning Blues, 15.  
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid, 112.  
42 Ibid, 113.  
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And connive he did. Before long, Basie was regularly seen at Moten’s dances around 

town, lingering behind after the show and mingling with the band. Though he quickly met 

Moten, he found himself more engaged in friendly interactions with Eddie Durham, a young 

musician he met in the audience. The two quickly hit it off, and to Basie’s surprise, Durham 

explained that he was actually one of Moten’s arrangers: “That was a real piece of good luck,” 

Basie later said.  43

By that point Basie was well versed in the Kansas City style. He had begun mastering the 

blues while on the road with the Blue Devils in Oklahoma, and now he had developed a crucial 

connection within perhaps Kansas City’s greatest band at the time. But no matter how star-struck 

Basie may have been, the young pianist had his own vision—he just needed Durham to help him 

realize it:  

 

The very next time I saw him, I asked him whether, if I played              
something on the piano, could he write it. He said sure. And it also              
turned out that he was always on the lookout for new things to             
arrange for the band. So we got together somewhere, and I began            
playing something on the piano that I wanted the band to play, and             
he wrote it down. I would play the parts for each section, and he              
would make the sheets for the trumpets and reeds and trombone           
and so on like that, and we worked up a couple of arrangements. I              
knew exactly how I wanted the band to sound, and Eddie picked            
right up on it. So I was ready for my next move.  44

 

That move was to bring the arrangements to Bennie Moten. Basie was quickly absorbed 

into the group and, with Durham’s help, changed the Moten band’s sound almost completely. 

Though the group had by then abandoned its original Kansas City style, it was still a great band 

43 Ibid, 114.  
44 Ibid.  
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that possessed a number of incredibly talented musicians.  Basie was the missing link who, 45

despite being from New Jersey, brought back the Kansas City feel in full effect, this time slightly 

more polished. Together, Basie and Durham sat down at a piano in a basement to work on an 

arrangement. A few drinks later and they had finished “Moten Swing” the band's most enduring 

hit.  The tune, which makes frequent use of riffs—or short melodic phrases repeated throughout, 46

often in the call-and-response fashion—featured a fast-paced swinging rhythm that fell on all 

four beats.   47

 
Figure 3 - Bennie Moten’s Victor Recording Orchestra. Count Basie is second from right.  48

 

With Basie and Durham’s arrangements a new sound was beginning to emerge. At its 

core lay an old Kansas City adage: “...say something on your horn, not just show off your 

45 Ibid, 120.  
46 Ibid, 127.  
47 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City Jazz, 100.  
48 “The Kid from Red Bank: The Unmistakable Basie Beat,” Accessed May 3, 2020, 
https://riverwalkjazz.stanford.edu/program/kid-red-bank-unmistakable-basie-beat. 
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versatility and ability to execute. Tell us a story, and don’t let it be a lie. Let it mean something, 

if it’s only one note.”  According to saxophonist and clarinetist Eddie Barefield:  49

 

[T]he reason the Moten band was so much looser was because it            
had so little written material. The playing was freer, but we didn’t            
just grab a bunch of notes and play ‘em without any           
division….[T]he way we played on those records, with those fast          
tempos, was the way we played every night. We didn’t have any            
music, but we sure used to swing!  50

 

Though Basie didn’t play a horn himself, perhaps he had internalized this statement more than 

most. A frustrated student and then an outsider musician, Basie knew how to bullshit. But in 

Kansas City, amongst the prostitutes, gamblers, and corrupt politicians, he knew better. 

Every entertainer needs a good name. William Basie was no different. While working as 

a pianist at the Eblon theater, Basie had big dreams. He noticed that some of the biggest names 

on the radio often signified nobility—Duke Ellington, King Oliver, and Earl Hines, were all 

popular at the time. Since Basie knew he would one day be one of those big names, he decided to 

do the same: “...I actually had some little fancy business cards printed up to announce it. 

COUNT BASIE. Beware the Count is Here.”  51

Before long the Moten band collapsed. In April 1935, Bennie Moten tragically passed 

away during a failed tonsillectomy operation, leaving behind an eight-year-old daughter. An 

April 6, 1935 edition of Afro American featured an obituary that commemorated Moten’s 

49 Ramey, interview. 
50 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City, 118. 
51 Murray, Good Morning Blues, 17. 
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successes as a band leader: “This 41-year-old rotund band leader was famous for his….rhythm 

that had wide appeal...In Kansas City he is considered the dean of orchestra leaders.”  52

At the time of Moten’s death, Basie already had itchy feet. The loss of his friend simply 

served to push him to see what he “could do out there on [his] own again...” perhaps this time 

with a smaller group: “[W]hat I had on my mind was a spot in one of those little joints, maybe 

with a little combo or something like that. I really didn’t have anything definite. I just wanted to 

see what I could do.”  Fortunately for Basie, a young pianist at a small, relatively unknown dive 53

named the Reno Club was looking for an interim replacement as he had taken another job for a 

few days elsewhere.  Basie jumped on the opportunity and started work immediately. He ended 54

up staying at the Reno Club for months, a period which proved pivotal for jazz. 

 
Figure 4 - The Reno Club, 1938  55

 

52 “Operation Fatal to Bennie Moten, Orchestra Leader,” The Afro American, April 6, 1935, 
https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=4wInAAAAIBAJ&sjid=MQMGAAAAIBAJ&pg=4882%2C3097478%5d. 
53 Murray, Good Morning Blues, 156-157.  
54 Ibid. 
55 Riverwalk Jazz Collection, “The Kid from Red Bank.” 
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Located near the northeast corner of 12th and Cherry, the Reno Club was not one of 

Kansas City’s finer establishments.  Next door to a brothel, there were no stairs upon 56

entry—music-goers simply entered the club right off the street. Once inside, however, the small 

club transformed into a sort of cabaret, with a little bandstand and some space for a floor show. 

There was a bar at the front, and even a tiny balcony. With girls provided as dancing partners, 

the owner of the Reno, Sol Steibol, had turned a small venue into a miniature dancehall. Basie 

was attracted by the no-frills establishment, largely due to the fact that the block was also home 

to at least four other late-night cabarets.  Steibol was pleasantly surprised by Basie’s abilities, 57

and happily allowed him to stay on at the club as the leader of the house band. 

Basie turned to his old bandmates in Moten’s group for recruitment. While many claimed 

Basie took over Moten’s group after his passing, Basie disagreed: “[T]hat’s just not what 

happened. Not at all. Sol Steibold gave me some money to make a few additions and changes in 

the group he had put me in charge of at the Reno.”  By that point, members of the old Moten 58

band were scattered across the country, and Basie had to work hard to assemble his group.  

He did not limit himself to Moten's former musicians, and instead recruited former Blue Devils’ 

bassist Walter Page and tenor saxophonist Lester Young through other avenues.   59

Lester Young’s inclusion was of particular importance. As a virtuosic saxophonist, he 

exemplified a distinctive characteristic of Kansas City jazz: the crowning of the saxophone as a 

solo instrument.  Before Kansas City jazz, the saxophone was typically only included as part of 60

56 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City Jazz, 136. 
57 Murray, Good Morning Blues, 157.  
58 Ibid, 158.  
59 Ibid, 159.  
60 Daynes, “Too Marvelous For Words,” 167.  
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larger reed sections. But in Kansas City, saxophonists such as Lester Young inspired generations 

of younger musicians to pick up the alto and the tenor. 

The band that Basie assembled at the Reno featured musicians he had interacted with 

over the course of his musical career in Kansas City. Many of these artists would, eventually, 

enter the canon of jazz’s most accomplished and talented musicians. But in 1935, in the wake of 

the death of Kansas City’s greatest bandleader, they gathered in the shabby Reno Club on 12th 

and Cherry, too small to fit a sizable audience.  

Fortunately for Basie and his bandmates, a local radio station, W9XBY, quickly took 

interest in broadcasting their weekend sets. It was this radio station that propelled Count Basie 

and his Barons of Rhythm to regional attention, and raised the eyebrows of music industry 

professionals as far away as New York. Surprisingly, W9XBY was incredibly lackadaisical in 

their recording approach—Basie was often unaware of when the next live broadcast would 

occur: 

 

W9XBY used to catch us pretty regularly on the weekends, but           
they also came back in there at other times. You wouldn’t actually            
know when you were going to be on. I guess they just liked to              
catch you when everything was just like it was. In those days it             
was no problem for them to put you on the air, because you didn’t              
have to program anything ahead of time.  61

 

Perhaps it was this approach that contributed to the raw, hard-swinging sound listeners 

suddenly heard float through their car and home radios. Or perhaps it was Basie himself, who 

had undeniable charm. Basie was such a socializer, some even pinned the band’s success on his 

61 Murray, Good Morning Blues, 161.  
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conspicuous ability to make friends. But if socializing contributed to the band’s success, it was 

the kind of people that Basie surrounded himself with that mattered most. Whereas other local 

bands, led by leaders such as Andy Kirk, presented themselves as nose-raised professionals, 

Basie was comfortable on the streets. According to bassist Gene Ramey,  

 

Basie’s band built up their popularity on socializing. I mean the big            
following they had in and around Kansas City...But that band          
didn’t believe in going out with steady black people. They’d head           
straight for the pimps and prostitutes and hang out with them.           
Those people were like a great advertisement for Basie. They          
didn’t dig Andy Kirk. They said he was too uppity. But Basie was             
down there, lying in the gutter, getting drunk with them. He’d have            
patches in his pants and everything. All of his band was like that.   62

 

Basie had formed a band with an overarching culture, one that was defined by a more 

laid-back approach to performance. At the Reno Club, there was no use for tuxedos. 

Basie’s relaxed attitude manifested itself in the band’s music as well. One of the group’s 

most enduring hits, “One O’Clock Jump,” for example, was completely improvised and named 

on the spot during a W9XBY broadcast. Basie recalled: 

 

One night we were on the air and we had about ten more minutes              
to go, and the announcer asked what we were going to do, and I              
said I didn’t know….I said, ‘I’m just going to start playing,’ and he             
said, ‘What is this?’ and I saw how many minutes to one o’clock it              
was getting to be, so I said, ‘Call it the ‘One O’Clock Jump.’’ And              
we hit it with the rhythm section and went into the riffs, and the              
riffs just stuck. We set the thing up in D-flat, and then we just went               
on playing F.  63

 

62 Ramey, interview. 
63 Murray, Good Morning Blues, 162.  
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A 1937 version of the hit, which has since become absorbed as a “jazz standard,” or a 

musical composition widely known by gigging jazz musicians, offered us a glimpse of the Reno 

Club Basie. With an undeniable swing, Basie’s piano chugged along on all four beats as the 

horns riffed a bluesy tune underneath the soloists—classic Kansas City style. This was the city of 

gambling and dancehalls, of barbeque and segregation, of the blues and stomp-down. Basie 

captured this city on “One O’Clock Jump,” grounding the rhythm section at its core. Basie, as 

the pianist, served as its rock.  

Meanwhile, outside of Kansas City, Basie and His Barons of Rhythm were starting to 

pick up some notoriety. In 1936, the band ventured to Chicago and triumphantly wooed 

concert-goers. The rhythm of the band was infectious. On December 4, 1936, the Kansas City 

Call published an article titled “Count Basie is a Big Hit in Chicago.” In the article, the band was 

lauded for its successful performance further north: “Basie has one of the most exciting bands in 

creation, possessing a rhythmic abandon that is non-existent north of their homes, Kansas City.”

 On the East Coast, Basie’s irregular broadcasts on W9XBY had caught the attention of jazz 64

critics. A 1936 article written by Down Beat magazine’s Dave E. Dexter, Jr., titled “Basie’s Fine 

Music from One of Town’s Worst Dives,” praised the group, even going so far as to criticize 

Kansas City’s businessmen for not already signing Basie’s group to a label:  

 

While musicians and swing connoisseurs come away from a         
session with Basie talking to themselves with amazement, the         
bright business men who spend thousands of dollars to import          
name bands for Kansas City dancers, continue to pass up an           
opportunity to put the town on the musical map….With a couple of            
years seasoning Count Basie’s Orchestra will probably rank with         
any band in the country for top honors in the swing           

64 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City Jazz, 148.  
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division….Meanwhile Basie’s squad huddles together in the       
darkest corner of a dive known as the Reno Club, one of the town’s              
most unsavory holes.   65

 

Dexter’s article attempted to sound the alarm and project a national call of attention to jazz 

aficionados and industry professionals. In response, he was largely ignored. Eventually, 

however, another journalist for Down Beat named John Hammond decided to reach out to Basie 

in the hopes of signing him to a label in order to record. After sending a few messages to Basie 

from New York, Hammond departed for Kansas City where he attended one of Basie’s breakfast 

jam sessions. Shortly thereafter Basie began to record and became a national sensation, taking 

the jazz world by storm and rewiring its relationship to rhythm.  

But what about Basie was revolutionary? This thesis does not attempt to argue that the 

Kansas City sound front-manned by Count Basie and Bennie Moten revolutionized jazz. Instead, 

it seeks to argue that it paved the way for the birth of one of jazz’s greatest innovations: the 

bebop revolution. But Basie did nurture a culture peculiar to those who lived outside of Kansas 

City. The jazz he brought to the world was defined by the way in which it stripped the music of 

its “uppity” frills, leaving bare only the most accessible part of the music: the rhythm. In other 

words, Basie contributed a shift of emphasis. According to record producer and historian Stanley 

Dance, Basie’s music reflected this: 

 

[The band’s] success resulted not so much from what it did as the             
way in which it did it. Its formula was not a new one. It took the                
big-band mixture as before and shook it in a newly effective way.            
The riffs (figures that the reed and brass sections played behind the            
soloists and in climactic ensembles) were no new discovery. They          
had been long known and practiced by the Eastern bands, as Basie,            

65 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City Jazz, 143. 
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a native of Red Bank, New Jersey, well knew. What he brought to             
them was above all a new emphasis. His band’s performances were           
rhythmically intoxicating—and lean. Fat, in the form of        
commercial concessions or exotic coloring, was conspicuously       
absent. The essence of the big-band idiom was presented         
unadulterated, without equivocation. And, miraculously, it was       
accepted.  66

 

By the time Basie rose to national attention, he was famous for playing the blues, his 

“...forte, slow and moody,” But he had entered Kansas City unable to play it.  He was deeply 67

transformed by the city that surrounded him—with its proliferation of illegal alcohol and 

rampant prostitution and gambling. As a black man, Basie was barred entry from numerous 

dancehalls, restaurants, and venues, but he played his piano loudly enough so that he was heard. 

He found comfort in the hub of vice, making himself at home amongst those who shied away 

from the city’s bright lights and unnecessary frills. As bassist Gene Ramey described the city in 

the 1920s and 1930s: “It was like some people say of New York—a place to go and have fun in, 

and then you get out.”  But Basie made Kansas City his home.  68

It was only in Kansas City that Basie could have collected the individuals he 

did—hall-of-fame names such as Lester Young, Jo Jones, and Walter Page collected all in one 

band would shock a modern jazz aficionado. And it was only in Kansas City that Basie could 

assemble those names in a tiny nightclub next to a brothel. Fortunately for him, this didn’t stop 

the local radio station, W9XBY, from broadcasting his phenomenal sets over the airwaves. 

Without the radio, Basie may never have launched himself to fame, and the jazz world may 

never have revisited its rhythmic origins. Of course, Basie himself was a phenomenal 

66 Stanley Dance, The World of Count Basie (Cambridge: Da Capo Press, 1980), 4.  
67 Ibid, 9; Rushing, interview. 
68 Haddix, Bird, 5.  
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musician—his individual talent and vision was what Eddie Durham put on paper, actualizing 

Basie’s vision and producing jazz standards like “One O’Clock Jump” and “Moten’s Swing.”  

 

 
Figure 5 - Count Basie in 1955  69

 

 

 

69 Herman Leonard, Jazz (New York: Atlantic Books, 2010), 120.  
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But Basie’s greatest contribution to jazz were his “spook breakfasts” at the Reno.  This 70

is best explained by trumpeter Richard Smith, who recalled visiting one of the early-morning jam 

sessions himself: 

 

Picture Kansas City’s 12th and Cherry in 1935 with the Club Reno            
almost at its Northeast corner, and pared there, almost seeming to           
lean against it, a John Agnos lunch wagon, horse-drawn and          
stacked high with liver, pig snoots and ears, hog maws, fish,           
chicken and pork tenderloins. Pick up a sandwich on your way into            
this musty, smoke-hazed room, squeezing past the hustlers,        
grifters, solicitors and off-duty musicians, to find a seat as close as            
you can to the bandstand….The Reno Club’s early Monday         
morning “Spook” Breakfasts would often be sparked by the         
heralded appearance of….the Reno Club band. Nine brilliant        
instrumental satellites of sound responding to the sonic radiance of          
their personable mentor, Bill Basie….At the club on such early          
mornings would be found Jo Jones, [Walter] “Big Un” Page and           
trumpeter Joe Keyes, jammed up against the north wall, almost          
popping out of that back door next to the unfenced dirt           
yard…Standing room at the back alley was a bleacher of sorts, for            
the overflow of patrons on heavy nights...  71

 

It was at one of these early morning jam sessions that a young saxophonist named Charlie 

Parker assumed the stand to jam along with Lester Young. Failing miserably to produce on the 

spot, the young saxophonist was startled when drummer Jo Jones threw a cymbal across the 

dance floor. The crowd laughed in hysterics.  At the time, nobody knew that the young man, 72

who left humiliated, would go on to revolutionize  American music forever. 

 

70 According to Basie, “Spook was an in jive word among entertainers in those days. It didn't really have anything to 
do with color or ghosts directly….So we kept late hours, spooky hours. The hours when the spooks came out.” 
(Murray, Good Morning Blues, 162).  
71 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City Jazz, 138.  
72 Haddix, Bird, 21. 
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SIDE-B: 
CHARLIE PARKER BOUNCES BACK 

 
 

 
Figure 6 - “Charles the First” by Jean-Michel Basquiat  73

 

“They teach you there’s a boundary line to music. But, man, there’s no boundary line to art.” 
 —Charlie Parker  74

 

 

On a warm night in the late spring of 1936, Charlie “Bird” Parker and his good friend 

Gene Ramey worked up the courage to visit the Reno Club. Parker brought his alto saxophone, 

73 Guy Hepner, “Charles The First by Jean-Michel Basquiat,” Guy Hepner, accessed May 3, 2020, 
https://guyhepner.com/product/charles-the-first-by-basquiat/.  
74 Jesse Stewart, “No Boundary Line to Art: ‘Bebop’ as Afro-Modernist Discourse,” American Music 29, no. 3 (Fall 
2011): 332. https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5406/americanmusic.29.3.0332?seq=1&cid=pdf- 
reference#references_tab_contents. 
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Ramey his bass. The two had come to the Reno with the hopes of meeting and learning from the 

inordinately talented musicians who frequented the club, hanging out back in the alleyway. 

Perhaps they were also lured in by the promise of booze, weed, and women.  

The Reno Club was, after all, the coolest spot in town. Smoke and music billowed out of 

its creaky door onto a street ruled by the kings and queens of late-night Kansas City: prostitutes, 

gamblers, musicians, dancers, and their patrons all called 12th Street home. Together, they 

formed a strong community, passing between the more than four cabarets that coexisted on the 

same block.  

Charlie Parker and his friend Gene Remey stepped onto 12th and Cherry as foreigners to 

this community, just fifteen-years-old at the time. Perhaps they walked with their hands in their 

pockets as they awkwardly passed the prostitutes knocking coins on their windows, intimidated 

by the roar emanating from Count Basie and His Barons of Rhythm inside the Reno. They might 

have lowered their heads as they tiptoed their way through the small, frowzy club full of 

musicians, radio personnel, and locals searching for a cheap drink, joint, or some live music.  

It’s more likely, however, that the young Parker entered the Reno Club as if he owned the 

place. At the time, his music knowledge was limited—he had only recently picked up the alto 

saxophone in his High School band—but, as witnesses have recounted, he was nonetheless 

incredibly confident in his abilities. Still, he had a lot to learn, and he quickly became a regular at 

the Reno Club. Usually he was found in the brick alley behind the club, absorbing lessons from 

his first mentor, altoist Buster Smith, who taught him jazz basics—progressions, chords, and 

changes, as well as how to play in double time.  The two boys practiced their new musical 75

75 Haddix, Bird, 20 
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know-how all night, standing in the long field of grass that brushed the middle of Paseo 

Boulevard.  76

With these new tricks at his disposal the young Parker decided he was ready to 

participate in one of Basie’s notorious breakfast jam sessions. One fateful morning, Parker 

stepped on stage alongside a group of well-proven, highly skilled musicians, many of whom 

played in Basie’s band. In jazz history, this moment stands as one of the genre’s most mythical, a 

defining juncture in which arguably one of its most influential figures crossed a threshold. Gene 

Ramey, a witness to the performance, recounted: 

 

I remember one night in particular when we were to jam with            
Basie, and Charlie made no answer. Jo Jones waited until Bird           
started to play and, suddenly, in order to show how he felt about             
Bird, he threw a cymbal across the dance floor. It fell with a             
deafening sound, and Bird, in humiliation, packed up his         
instrument and left….However, this gave Bird a big determination         
to play. “I’ll fix these cats,” he used to say. “Everyone is laughing             
at me now, but just wait and see.”  77

 

Parker had been humiliated in the epicenter of Kansas City’s underground music scene, 

and immediately packed up his saxophone and left the club after being laughed off of stage.  He 78

recounted the episode in a 1950 interview: “So I took my horn out to this joint where a bunch of 

fellows I had seen around were, and the first thing they started playing was ‘Body And Soul,’ 

Longbeat, you know? Shit! So I got to playing my ‘Honeysuckle Rose,’ I mean, an awful 

76 Ibid. 
77 There is a mountain of various explanations for how Parker got his nickname, “Bird,” but generally, historians 
argue that was given the name after being seen calling a chicken a “Yardbird”; Haddix, Bird, 21. 
78 Harrison, Charlie Parker, 4.  
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conglomeration.”  It was a rude awakening for the young musician. But as Ramey’s account 79

makes clear, the incident at the Reno Club motivated the young Parker to become a better 

saxophonist than ever before.  

Charlie Parker, like Basie, would eventually come to be considered to be one of Kansas 

City’s most legendary musicians. But whereas Basie was known for bringing the Kansas City 

sound to listeners across the country, Parker, on the other hand, completely transformed music 

itself. He did so by trading Kansas City’s 12th Street for New York’s 52nd, where, before 

tragically dying at the age of just thirty-four, he led the creation of a new form of jazz that would 

come to challenge the very fundamentals of the genre itself: bebop.  

Basie opened the door for Parker. In a sense, he served Parker just as the radio had served 

Basie—it was Basie’s stint at the Reno Club in Kansas City that provided Parker with the 

opportunity to begin his journey as one of music’s most influential artists.  

Parker was as influential as he was enigmatic. Practically a lifelong drug addict and 

alcoholic, Parker often pawned his saxophones and threw away the music he scribbled down on 

the back of envelopes. He avoided difficult questions in interviews, preferring instead to 

maintain a sense of privacy.  Nonetheless, his influence on music remains. This chapter seeks to 80

make sense of, and explain, Parker’s bebop revolution. Though it took place on New York’s 

52nd Street, its roots were in the Midwest, where Parker was born on August 29, 1920. 

Parker was born in Kansas, but his family moved frequently, and as a child he bounced 

around, from an over-crowded slum in northern Kansas City, Missouri, to a more rural setting in 

79 “Miles Ahead: Charlie Parker Interviews,” Peter Losin, accessed May 3, 2020, 
http://www.plosin.com/MilesAhead/BirdInterviews.aspx.  
 
80 Driggs and Haddix, Kansas City Jazz, 3.  
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Kansas, and, eventually, to the city’s old Westport area.  The neighborhood, a small black 81

enclave surrounded by a callous white community, taught Parker how to maneuver a white world 

at a young age.  Playing music was a highly fashionable hobby at the time amongst his peers, no 82

doubt in large part due to the city’s proliferation of music venues and bands.  In September 83

1933, he enrolled at the only secondary school for black students in the city at the time, Lincoln 

High School, as one of 766 other students. The school’s curriculum included vocational skills 

such as carpentry, auto-mechanics, and, of course, music.  Parker hastily enrolled in the Lincoln 84

High School marching band, where he eventually picked up the alto saxophone.   85

Before long Parker began freelancing around town, entertaining and performing for those 

who cared to listen. He quickly found himself amongst the gamblers, prostitutes, and musicians 

behind the Reno Club. Parker’s humiliation at the club instilled within him a strong drive to 

improve as a musician. According to Parker himself, his neighbors “...threatened to ask my 

mother to move once we were living out West. They said I was driving them crazy with the horn. 

I used to put in at least 11 to 15 hours a day….I did that for a period of 3 to 4 years.”  At the 86

same time, Parker began performing with other teenagers at non-union venues, such as the 

Lincoln Hall. Despite his best efforts, however, he continued to show little promise. According 

to Oliver Todd, bandleader of the Hottentots, Parker “...was very green. If you had told me then 

that he would be famous I wouldn’t have believed it. He had a lot to learn.” His drive, however, 

left a lasting impression: “He was very determined….He worked hard.”   87

81 Haddix, Bird, 8.  
82 Haddix, Bird, 11.  
83 Brian Priestley, Chasin’ the Bird: The Life and Legacy of Charlie Parker (Oxford: University Press, 2006), 12. 
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While Kansas City’s multitude of nightclubs and music halls offered Parker exposure and 

practice, the city also normalized alcohol and drugs. Tom Pendergast, the democratic political 

boss of the city, had flagrant disregard for Prohibition and its restrictions on Kansas City’s 

nightlife scene. Increasingly, Parker found himself surrounded by marijuana, morphine, 

benzedrine as well as gambling and prostitution.  

In this sense, Kansas City molded the young Parker into a driven musician, frustrated by 

his inability to successfully express himself through his instrument. The vice-riddled culture 

inside the city’s entertainment hub motivated him to hone in on his craft, but it also exposed him 

to a practice of alcohol and substance abuse. Parker absorbed these two characteristics while in 

Kansas City. They would eventually come to define both his career as a musician and his life. Of 

course, the two were intimately linked—Charlie expressed who he was through his horn.  

On Thanksgiving Day 1936, Parker was offered his first big break as a young musician. 

He was selected to join a group that included bassist George Wilkerson for a stint near the 

Ozarks, the largest manmade lake in the United States with a shoreline longer than the state of 

California. Though created by a dam with the purpose of harvesting hydroelectric power, the 

lake quickly became a tourist destination. The band was expected to perform for the grand 

opening of Musser’s Ozark Tavern, near Eldon, Missouri. Tragically, the car Parker was 

traveling in was involved in a fatal car accident that led to the death of George Wilkerson. Parker 

fractured his spine and broke three of his ribs. He was delivered by ambulance to a hospital in 

Kansas City, and to relieve his pain, the doctor prescribed him heroin. Parker quickly became 

addicted.  Until his death, he suffered due to the habit. 88

88 Carl Woideck, Charlie Parker: His Music and Life (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996), 11-12.  
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In the summer of 1937, Parker returned to the Ozarks. This time, he traveled with 

bandleader George E. Lee, and together they made it safely to Musser’s Ozark Tavern. From 

June to September, the band regularly performed at the tavern. The engagement awakened 

Parker musically—it was there that he first showed promise as a musician.  By the end of the 89

summer, when he returned to the clubs on 12th Street, his improvement was remarkable. Gene 

Ramey recollected:  

 

When he came back, the difference was unbelievable….Basie’s        
“Jones-Smith” record had come out and Bird startled everybody by          
playing Lester Young’s solo on Lady Be Good note for note. “Here            
comes this guy,” the cats used to say. “He’s a drag!” They couldn’t             
believe it, because six months before he had been like a cryin’            
saxophone player.  90

 

Parker’s drastic improvement made him a success back in Kansas City’s many music 

venues, and he had no trouble finding work once he returned. In fact, he was quickly hired at the 

Amos ‘n’ Andy’s Club, located directly across the street from the Reno.  He had left 12th Street 91

in shame and returned as a professional musician. Still only seventeen years old, Parker 

continued to improve while in the city. He ignored many of the racial barriers he encountered, as 

Buster Smith, a mentor of Parker’s, recalled:  

 

But mostly he [Charlie] jammed with the….[w]hite boys when         
they’d come around there, and go find some highway         
place—they’d be over there jammin’...jammin’ until daylight. He        
used to go in some of them good-time houses, with a piano            
player…Where they can play all them tough numbers like “Body          
and Soul” and stuff like that, and “Cherokee”...That’s really how          

89 Haddix, Bird, 24-25.  
90 Ibid, 26.  
91 Ibid, 27.  
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you learn how to play the horn, change all them chords and keys,             
and playing on key and moving a half-tone up and all that kind of              
stuff.  92

 

Evidently, Parker prioritized music above all else. By defying racial segregation, he 

broadened his musical knowledge and increased his abilities. But just as Parker’s genius started 

to take shape, Kansas City witnessed an exodus of musicians, when Tom Pendergast was sent to 

a federal penitentiary and the vice that had come to define the city was stamped out. As a result, 

the music that populated the now criminalized nightlife scene suddenly found no outlet.  93

Jobless, Charlie Parker was forced to leave the city that had transformed him from a laughable 

failure to a driven musician. Hell-bent on resisting social and racial norms, he was now a young 

adult, ready to start a  revolution. 

* * * 

Parker arrived in  New York in 1939. The World’s Fair was in full swing, at odds with a 

city still struggling to recover from the Great Depression. Nonetheless, New York was looking 

forward: “I Have Seen the Future” was the marketing slogan used during the fair’s campaign.   94

This sense of optimism echoed throughout the city, from downtown’s Wall Street all the 

way up to its entertainment mecca: Harlem. Adjacent to the northern border of Central Park, 

Harlem was a bustling center of restaurants, ballrooms and nightclubs. It was here that the 

legendary Cotton Club, home to Duke Ellington and His Orchestra, broadcast live performances 

across the country. Other venues such as the Apollo Theater and the Savoy Ballroom also called 

92 Ibid, 30.  
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58c4f1c8655bb38fd91957d2de8c39e8&seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents. 
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Harlem home.  From as low as 110th Street all the way up to 160th, Harlem was a black 95

metropolis, numbering more than 200,000 people by 1930. Though the Harlem of the 1930s and 

forties was home to an extraordinary cultural and musical scene that boasted a wealth of highly 

valuable and influential entertainment professionals, the neighborhood also struggled. New 

York’s deep segregation caused overcrowding in Harlem, and families often had to take in 

lodgers to make ends meet. The proliferation of illegal alcohol and entertainment clubs during 

Prohibition—many of which catered to whites from downtown—often prevented local 

Harlemites from distancing themselves from crime.  In other words, Harlem was more 96

complicated than its beautiful ballrooms made it seem. As an African American neighborhood, it 

was inevitably at odds with the dominant white supremacist American climate. 

It was in this Harlem that Charlie Parker, now just nineteen-years-old, arrived. The high 

rise buildings and yellow cabs must have made the streets of Kansas City feel like a dream to the 

young, and now homeless, musician. He had traveled to the city by way of Chicago, where he 

obtained a bus ticket after pawning a clarinet given to him by altoist Goon Gardner.  He arrived 97

on Buster Smith’s doorstep—of one of his Reno Club mentors. Parker’s legs were swollen from 

wearing shoes so long.  He was a mess—deliriously hungry, his thin frame covered by little 98

more than rags. Smith offered him his bed during the day so that Parker could begin exploring 

Harlem’s nightlife and music scene. On Parker’s first night in the city, he stood and stared at the 

95 Haddix, Bird, 40-41.  
96 Stephen Robertson, Shane White, Stephen Garton, and Graham White, “This Harlem Life: Black Families and 
Everyday Life in the 1920s and 1930s,” Journal of Societal History 44, no. 1 (Fall 2010): 98-99, 
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front of the Savoy Ballroom in complete awe of the fact that he had finally arrived in New York.

 99

But before Parker could begin to get paid to blow his horn again, he would have to wait 

to become eligible for the local musician’s union. In the meantime, he started busing tables at 

Jimmy’s Chicken Shack, the restaurant where Art Tatum performed regularly as a solo pianist. 

Famous for his ability to play at incredibly fast speeds, Tatum was also known for transposing 

other tunes’ melodies in his improvisations.  Parker, fascinated by his technique, began 100

practicing his own version at jam sessions. On one such occasion, he found himself at the Chili 

House on Seventh Avenue. It was here that he made a breakthrough discovery that would 

completely revamp his ability to play. According to a paraphrased interview, Parker recalled: 

 

I remember one night before Monroe’s I was jamming in a chili            
house on Seventh Avenue between 139th and 140th. It was          
December 1939. Now I’d been getting bored with the stereotyped          
changes that were being used all the time, and I kept thinking            
there’s bound to be something else. I could hear it sometimes but I             
couldn’t play it. Well, that night I found that by using the higher             
intervals of a chord as a melody line and backing them with            
appropriately related changes, I could play the thing I’d been          
hearing. I came alive.  101

 

This was a massive discovery for Parker. Instead of mining the basic intervals of a chord 

for the content of his improvisations, he focused on the upper intervals, the 7ths, 9ths, and 13ths. 

These intervals served as gateways, of sorts, to harmonic substitutions. Soon, Parker began to 

99 Ibid.  
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create new compositions through the process of contrafacta. In other words, he would take the 

chord changes of a popular tune and invent a brand new, complex melody to go on top of it. 

It is important to note the way Parker described his discovery. Before the epiphany, he 

“could hear it sometimes but….couldn’t play it”—an insight into how Parker’s musical brain 

worked. Clearly, he was forward looking—so much so that his physical ability always seemed to 

lag behind. Whereas one of Count Basie’s most formative moments was when he met Eddie 

Durham—and was thereby able to finally write down the arrangements he had heard in his 

head—for Parker, this moment came when his understanding of music theory finally caught up 

with his playing technique. The fact that he had heard this development before he had figured out 

how to create it is extraordinary. 

 
Figure 7 - Charlie Parker at the Three Deuces, 1948  102

102 Giddins, Celebrating Bird, 90.  
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Parker was a fantastically gifted musician in large part due to his remarkable brain. 

According to trumpeter Howard McGhee, there was no musician he met that had an intellect like 

Parker. He stated: “He’s….the only man I know who had a photographic mind in music.”  But 103

now that he had made the discovery at the chili house, his musical ability—and his grasp on 

music theory overall—was now finally beginning to catch up with his brain. Now free to 

transmit his ideas through his horn, he sourced more and more of his inspirations from his daily 

surroundings. His childhood friend Gene Ramey recounted: “Everything had a musical 

association for him. He’d hear dogs barking, for instance, and he would say it was a 

conversation—and if he was blowing his horn he would have something to play that would 

portray that thought to us.”  Parker was clearly in line with the aforementioned Kansas City 104

adage: say something on your horn.  

Though Parker was making a name for himself in New York, he performed stints with 

groups such as the Jay McShann Band in places like Kansas City and Chicago. In the Christmas 

season of 1940, Parker was in Kansas City with the group, where he was introduced to a young 

trumpeter from Cab Calloway’s band. Though named John Birks Gillespie, he was known as 

“Dizzy,” a nickname he retained after his famous on-stage antics. Parker’s colleague in the 

McShann band, Buddy Anderson, introduced the two, seeing their respective musical styles as 

complimentary. “I was astounded by what the guy could do,” Gillespie recollected:   105

 

These other guys that I had been playing with weren’t my           
colleagues, really. But the moment I heard Charlie Parker, I said,           
there is my colleague….I had never heard anything like that          

103 Priestley, Chasin’ the Bird, 30.  
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before. The way that he assembled notes together. That was one of            
the greatest thrills…  106

 

Though Gillespie was excited by his encounter with Parker, the McShann band was the 

saxophonists’ priority at the time. In June 1941, the band recorded “Confessin’ the Blues,” a 

song that would serve to catapult the band to the national spotlight. In response, McShann took 

the band East, back to New York. Fortunately, this proved to be a wise decision, as the bombing 

of Pearl Harbour threw the music business into disarray. Once in Harlem, the band began to 

perform regularly at the Savoy, the same ballroom Parker had fantasized about as a teenager 

when he first arrived in the big city.  107

 

 
Figure 8 - Dizzy Gillespie performing in New York in 1948  108
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Dizzy Gillespie, coincidentally, was also in New York, and was now between jobs. 

Looking to perform alongside Parker, he began sitting in at the Savoy with the McShann band, 

though not an official member. At the same time the two began jamming with other 

forward-looking musicians such as pianist Thelonius Monk and drummer Kenny Clarke at 

Minton’s Playhouse, an extravagant restaurant located at 210 West 118th Street. At the rear of 

the restaurant, a tiny cabaret was set up in the back room.  It was here that Parker, Dizzy, and 109

others began to work on an entirely new sound, the likes of which the world had never heard 

before.  

But to bring their new sound to the world, they first needed an audience. They preferred 

performing in small groups—and by 1945, the biggest clubs that featured small groups were 

located on 52nd Street, wedged in between Fifth and Sixth Avenues.  The single-lane, one way 110

street was often clogged with yellow taxi-cabs dropping off eager jazz fans. The street was 

stuffed full of basement clubs adorned with bright neon lights and decorative canopies. Dwarfed 

by midtown’s giant buildings, 52nd Street had long made the most out of being stuck in the 

shadows—many of its clubs began their lives during Prohibition.  But now, more than a decade 111

since that conservative and restrictive period, the basement clubs had blossomed. They were not 

always in the best condition—those in the music industry frequently referred to them as 

‘toilets’—but they managed to pack an audience. Its location in a primarily white business center 

meant that the typical audience member was a relatively wealthy white man eager to hear the 

109 Haddix, Bird, 55.  
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latest sound from Harlem.  During WWII, 52nd Street was flooded with servicemen eager to 112

make the most of their precious time left in the United States.   113

 

 
Figure 9 - 52nd street, ca. 1945  114

 

It was at one such club, the Three Deuces, that Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker finally 

joined forces. The owner of the club, Sammy Kaye, decided to hedge his bet on the two and their 

modern take on jazz.  With a seating capacity of approximately 125, it was here that they would 115

finally make their new music known—bow-tied with its own name, ready to be presented to the 

world. According to Gillespie, the group’s stint at the Three Deuces was where their new music 

was born: 

 

The height of the perfection of our music occurred in the Three            
Deuces with Charlie Parker. He’d gotten in touch with me, played           
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in the [Eckstine] big band, and finally we’d assembled in a setting            
ideal for our music, the quintet. With Yard and Max [Roach], Bud            
Powell and Curley [sic] Russell, aw, man it was on fire all the             
time….Yard and I were like two peas…  116

 

But what was their music? And why was it called bebop? The music was, first and 

foremost, virtuosic  and incredibly difficult to play. It was usually quite fast and the 

head—almost always a quirky, rhythmically complex melody—was generally performed by two 

musicians in unison.  Critics dubbed it  an example of “modernist” music, in line with the vision 

set forth by the city’s World’s Fair just a few years previous. Following the head, the tune  would 

transition into a series of complex solos, built on the same chord changes as the head tune.  Most 

importantly, everything was performed from lead sheets, which gave only a bare outline of the 

melody and harmony. These aspects characterized bebop as a music best left to advanced 

musicians. Budd Johnson, a saxophonist whose career frequently collided with Gillespie and 

Parker, explained:  

 

It could be hard to explain it. It could be notated, but it was very               
hard to read, because cats weren’t used to reading—he would be           
writing in double time, but the rhythm would be going [sings           
rhythm], so you gotta feel a double time feel against a ‘one, two,             
three, four,’ say, and then therefore you’re looking at sixteenth          
notes and sixteenth rests and thirty-second rests...which the cats         
were not used to doing….then you gotta get the melodic structure           
of it, and once you heard how it goes you say, ‘Oh.’ So he              
[Gillespie] would sing, and actually [that’s] how I think that it got            
its name bebop. Because he would be humming this music, and           
he’d say, ‘Ooop bop ta oop a la doo bop doo ba,’ So people said,               
‘Play some more of that bebop’ because he would be saying           
‘Bebop.’ And the cats would say, ‘Sing some more of that bebop,’            
and actually, I think that’s how it got its name, because that’s the             

116 Haddix, Bird, 75-76. 
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way he would have to sing it to make you get the feeling that he               
wanted you to play with.  117

 

Though the duo’s stint at the Three Deuces signified the music’s first serious public 

appearance, it would take a recording for bebop to really leave its impact. 52nd Street brought 

both Parker and Gillespie immense attention from music industry professionals, despite the fact 

that many concert-goers were thrown off by the new sound. That moment came when Savoy 

Records approached Parker to make his first recordings as a bandleader. The first session was on 

November 26, 1945, a seminal date in American music history.  During it, Parker recorded his 118

career defining “Ko Ko.” 
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Figure 10 - Charlie Parker performing in New York in 1949  119

119 Leonard, Jazz, 18. 
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It is not hard to see why this tune was controversial. Even to listeners hearing the record 

almost eighty years after it was first put on wax, the track still challenges, demonstrating the 

virtuosity of the musicians featured. For the session, Parker booked drummer Max Jones, bassist 

Curly Russell, and a young trumpeter by the name of Miles Davis.  Davis, just 120

twenty-years-old at the time, had followed the now twenty-six-year-old Charlie Parker to New 

York after having played with him for two weeks in St. Louis at the whites-only Plantation Club.

 Parker had chosen to include Davis on the recording over Gillespie, who had recently taken 121

on a tour of the South, failing miserably. Nonetheless, Gillespie was eventually brought in for the 

session as a pianist.   122

“Ko Ko” opened at ferocious speed—around 312 beats per minute—with an eight-bar 

phrase. The tune was too difficult for the young Miles Davis, and so Gillespie switched to 

trumpet. Together, he and Parker blew in perfect unison over the dizzyingly fast drums and bass. 

But the tune they played was extraordinarily unusual. There was something almost unpleasant 

about the notes being played—they discomforted the listener in their defiance against what is 

expected. Gillespie and Parker each took eight-bars to improvise on their own before returning to 

the rapid-fire theme heard at the beginning of the recording. It was then, suddenly, that Parker 

launched his solo.  

This  solo is still considered one of the most  extraordinary moments in jazz history. 

Historian Gary Giddins described it as one of “engulfing originality,” in which Parker had put 

“everything he knew into this single performance.” He did so while maintaining a sound “so 

120 Haddix, Bird, 82.  
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deeply, profoundly human; fat and sensual, yet jagged and hard; inflamed with a gleeful 

audacity.” Writing from 1987, Giddins claimed: “it was, it remains, thrilling.”  The solo opened 123

with a series of riffs, disorienting flurries of notes that illustrated his ability to easily move from 

the low register to high. He continued with various phrases—melody after melody after melody. 

It was almost as though he had composed a series of new songs in succession on the spot. That 

was Parker: his dazzling talent on full display, while still primarily focused on creating 

something simply beautiful. “...[L]ooking for the pretty notes,” he called it.   124

The fact that the recording of “Ko Ko” clearly displayed Parker’s extraordinary musical 

talent is particularly interesting due to the nature of the recording session itself. At this point, 

Parker was still very much an addict and alcoholic, and he had developed a reputation for rarely 

showing up on time if at all. His fantastic abilities were often at odds with his addiction, yet, 

unbelievably, they were almost always present. The backup pianist for the session, Argonne 

Thornton, described how Parker prepared: 

 

He [Charlie] got a telegram from Savoy in the morning telling him            
to get a group together and make a recording date. By 10:30 A.M.,             
he had written the two new blues, “Now’s the Time” and “Billie’s            
Bounce”....and finally “Ko Ko”—which is based on the chords of          
“Cherokee,” of course.  125

 

Parker had taken the chords from a popular song, “Cherokee,” and created a new tune 

that was more to his liking. A few years earlier, when developing this technique, Parker had 

performed a similar solo on “Cherokee” as part of a broadcast from the Savoy with the McShann 

123 Giddins, Celebrating Bird, 100.  
124 Haddix, Bird, 76.  
125 Ibid, 81.  
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band. Chubby Jackson, a bassist for the Charlie Barnet band, heard the performance. Amazed by 

Parker’s abilities, he wondered what song he was improvising to. Though he later estimated he 

himself had been playing “Cherokee” more than “nine thousand times a week,” he was unable to 

recognize the tune when he heard what Parker had been able to do to it.   126

The 1945 recording of “Ko Ko” had a similar effect. Though many may have missed the 

reference to “Cherokee,” it nonetheless left a statement: Parker refused to confine himself to the 

popular sound of the time. Instead, he envisioned something completely different, a sound 

devoted to almost complete free expression. At a time when jazz musicians were expected to 

play in large swing bands to ballrooms full of dancers, Parker played for himself, with a small 

group in a basement. Foreshadowed by Count Basie before him, who often turned  away from 

the audience while performing, Parker stayed true to his Kansas City roots.  At its core, the new 127

music he had created in the process was revolutionary—it strove to take what existed and make 

something out of it so different it was unrecognizable. Parker strove to dismantle what was the 

accepted norm.  

In that sense, bebop was revolutionary. Unlike more typical evolutionary developments 

in music, Parker’s sound shocked both the general public and musicians alike. Iconic jazz bassist 

Charles Mingus once stated: “The critics tried to stop Bird...All the guys on top except Duke 

Ellington put down Charlie Parker, because they knew they’d have to change what they were 

doing.”  One of these critics was trumpeter Louis Armstrong, who famously labeled it “jujitsu 128

music.” Describing bebop’s originators as “kids,” Armstrong even went so far as to argue that 

the new music would physically harm those who dared to play it: “...[T]he kids that play bop are 

126 Ibid, 53-54.  
127 Dance, The World of Count Basie, 4.  
128 Priestley, Chasin’ the Bird, 28.  
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ruining themselves. Playing bop tears a kid’s lips apart in two years. With good tone, a sense of 

phrasing, and imagination, you can play forever. But these kids won’t even learn. They don’t 

care about their appearance, they don’t care about nothing.”  Many music publications and jazz 129

critics also rejected bebop. In April 1946, half a year after Parker’s “Ko Ko” recording date, 

Down Beat magazine excoriated his style by describing it as “the sort of bad taste and ill-advised 

fanaticism that has thrown innumerable impressionable young musicians out of stride.”   130

But Parker also found admirers. Many progressive critics were in awe of the “modernist 

jazz.” Metronome, Down Beat’s competitor, named Parker “Influence of the Year” when 

reporting the results of its 1947 reader’s poll:  

 

Perhaps the greatest compliment that can be paid this imposing          
musician is an accurate description of his talent. Where other          
purveyors of bebop, more and more a formularized expression,         
stick closely to the cadence, changes and rhythmic devices which          
identify their form, Charlie goes further and further afield. If any           
man can be said to have originated bop, Charlie Parker did it….If            
any bebopper can break away from the strictures of his style,           
utilizing its advances and advancing beyond them, the Influence of          
the Year, Charlie Parker, will do it.  131

 

Parker himself recognized the new music as something jarringly different than what 

preceded it. In a now-famous 1949 interview, he described bebop as “no love child of jazz,” but 

instead “something entirely separate and apart.”  He regularly curbed any interviewer’s attempt 132

to get him to define his sound, often only replying with statements such as, “It’s just music.”  133

129 Haddix, Bird, 73.  
130 Stewart, American Music, 352.  
131 Haddix, Bird, 114.  
132 Stewart, American Music, 333.  
133 Ibid.  
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In other words, he strove to portray bebop as something different enough from anything else as 

to warrant being considered incomparable.  

Many historical studies that deal with bebop and, more broadly, jazz, tend to favor the 

perspective that jazz has a linear history—a history by which a series of events caused it to 

evolve.  But bebop was more than just a blip on a timeline—it completely reframed the 134

conversation for all musicians, as “that great revolution in jazz that made all subsequent jazz 

modernisms possible.”  Jazz historians may favor the convenience that comes with viewing the 135

genre as a steadily evolving art form, but as Scott Deveaux has noted, this approach fails to 

explain why so many musicians, critics, and listeners saw bebop as something completely 

different from anything they had ever heard before.  136

It is not enough to simply argue that bebop was a revolution, however. To understand it 

as such, we must analyze what made it possible. In doing so, we must revisit Kansas City and 

52nd Street, Count Basie and Charlie Parker. The bebop revolution, this thesis argues, took root 

in Kansas City. Count Basie, having traveled to the city from New Jersey, absorbed the bluesey, 

head-arrangement-oriented music first touted by Bennie Moten and took it to new heights. He 

did so at the Reno Club amongst the prostitutes, gamblers, and pimps. In the process, he forged a 

space—a space that emphasized personal expression through music above all else. And due to 

the Reno’s close affiliation with vice, Basie did so with only one expectation: that visiting 

musicians possess a near complete mastery of his instrument. It was in this space that the young 

Charlie Parker began his musical career, which would, as this chapter has argued, culminate in 

the 1946 recording of “Ko Ko.” 

134 Devaux, The Birth of Bebop, 4.  
135 Gendron, Between Montmartre and the Mudd Club, 157. 
136 Devaux, The Birth of Bebop, 6-7.  
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Though it was a local radio station in Kansas City that allowed Basie to bring his sound 

to a national audience, for Parker the medium that disseminated his new music across the jazz 

world was a combination of vinyl recordings and his public performances on 52nd Street. Only 

in New York could Parker have brought his modernist take on jazz to an audience so powerful as 

to usher in bebop’s recognition as a radical new form of art. Though in the midst of World War 

II, New York had just hosted a World’s Fair, instilling within its five boroughs a robust sense of 

forward-thinking and profound optimism. It was this city, and this time, that made the bebop 

revolution possible. 

Parker embodied all of these distinct ingredients. Whereas other musicians such as Dizzy 

Gillespie are regularly credited as contributing to the foundation of  the bebop movement, the 

truth nonetheless remains that Parker was the driving force behind its formation. Parker was a 

man clearly influenced by his experiences in the rolling hills of the Ozarks, by pianists 

cohabitating Harlem’s chicken shacks, and, perhaps most of all, Kansas City. The city 

dramatically influenced the complex rhythms so central to his sound—he once described “...the 

music of today [as] a sort of combination of the Midwestern beat and the fast New York 

tempos,” illustrating how he combined his influences.  But Parker was not simply a product of 137

circumstance. He was, by any account, an incredibly talented musician and artist. He had a 

“photographic mind in music,” according to those who played with him, a talent which was met 

with a fierce work ethic, so long as he was clean.  And, like Basie, he heard a new sound long 138

before he was able to perform it. 

137 Priestley, Chasin’ the Bird, 27.  
138 Ibid, 30.  
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Parker’s individual talent manifested itself in the way he played his horn, and his musical 

personality separated him from his colleagues. Gillespie recognized this: “...my playing, and 

Charlie Parker’s playing were altogether different.”  Parker also directly influenced and 139

inspired Gillespie: “I guess I probably played my best with Charlie Parker. He would inspire 

you; he'd make you play. And he always used to play before I did, so I had to follow him.”  140

But despite his inspirational effect, Parker was a deeply troubled man. Throughout his 

life, he struggled with alcoholism and a ruthless heroin addiction. At the age of thirty-four he 

was dead. By then, his physical health had deteriorated to the point that the coroner identified his 

body as that of a 60-year-old.  In his obituary, the New York Times listed his age as fifty-three.141

  142

Parker struggled with addiction and racial oppression his whole life. His music career 

began in the Reno Club, in an alleyway next to a brothel. He grew up alongside vice, proliferated 

across 12th Street in Kansas City, the Midwest’s entertainment center. African Americans were 

typically barred from finding relatively high-paying work outside of menial labor and 

entertainment work.  Throughout his career, Parker protested against Jim Crow laws in clubs 143

and bars across the country. Even in New York he was unable to escape racial oppression. 

Pianist Duke Jordan observed:  

 

139 Ira Gilter, The Masters of Bebop: A Listener’s Guide (New York: Da Capo Press, 2001), 30-31. 
https://search.alexanderstreet.com/view/work/bibliographic_entity%7Cbibliographic_details%7C309940.  
140 Ibid, 26.  
141 Arthur C. Brooks, “Charlie Parker and the Meaning of Freedom” New York Times, August 29, 2017, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/29/opinion/charlie-parker-freedom.html.  
142 “Charlie Parker, Jazz Master, Dies,” New York Times, March 15, 1955. 
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1955/03/15/83353373.html?pageNumber=17.  
143 Harrison, Charlie Parker, 6.  
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Bird knew the limitations of his success and felt annoyed that he            
was confined to playing nightclubs. He was also bugged by the fact            
that, being a Negro, he could go just so far and no farther. Once he               
finished a set to great acclaim, ducked out, and went quietly to a             
bar around the corner on Sixth Avenue between 51st and 52nd           
Street, called McGuire’s. The paradox of his life was brought into           
focus when the bartender asked him what he wanted and addressed           
him as a ‘n***er’. Parker vaulted over the bar to teach the fellow             
manners.  144

 

According to jazz scholar Scott Devaux, racial inequality was unfortunately a key 

ingredient in bebop’s formation. Devaux argued that bebop “resulted from the explosive 

combination of broad economic opportunity with the realities of racial inequality,” which 

“ensured that their efforts would be under-rewarded and their talents would go underutilized.”  145

Dizzy Gillespie was famously outspoken against racism and the United States: “Well, look, at 

this time, in this stage of my life here in the United States whose foot has been in my ass? The 

white man’s foot has been in my ass hole buried up to his knee in my ass hole!” In a sense, 146

racial oppression stimulated the bebop revolution by bringing artists together and forcing them to 

innovate: “Without the omnipresent pressure of racial hostility, musicians of such divergent 

talents and temperaments might not have found themselves forced into the same narrow space, 

and they would not have had the same incentives to forge a new path.”   147

Almost eighty years later, history has come to appreciate Parker and his colleagues. The 

1945 recording of “Ko Ko” is now preserved in the Smithsonian Collection of Classic Jazz, 

listed as a one of the “definitive statements of the new music.”  In 2002, it was recognized as a 148

144 Priestley, Chasin’ the Bird, 39.  
145 Devaux, The Birth of Bebop, 171.  
146 Dizzy Gillespie and Al Fraser, To Be, or Not . . . to Bop (University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 120.  
147 Devaux, The Birth of Bebop, 169.  
148 Ibid, 365.  
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work “of enduring importance to American culture,” and is now preserved at the Library of 

Congress, not far from his saxophone currently on display at the National Museum of African 

American Culture and History. And today, “Ko Ko” remains an integral piece in the modern jazz 

artist’s repertoire. 
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SIDE-A  
‘6 In The Mornin'’:  

GANGSTER RAP DAWNS ON THE STREETS OF LOS ANGELES 
 

“And I think the best thing I’m doin’ for my community is showing them that a brother like 
myself, without givin’ in to the Man, can make it, and that means they can make it. When my 
friends come up here they say, ‘This is inspiring, Ice, man, ‘cause you did it with your hat turned 
back, tellin’ America to kiss your fuckin’ ass.” 

—Ice-T  149

 

 
Figure 11 - Ice-T’s debut album, Rhyme Pays  150

 

The year was 1992. Los Angeles, the entertainment capital of the world, was in flames. 

News helicopters dodged thick clouds of grey smoke rising from the city’s South Central 

149 Marrow, Tracy. Rhyme & Reason. DVD. Directed by Peter Spirer. Los Angeles: Miramax, 1997. 
150 “Ice-T - Rhyme Pays,” Discogs, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://www.discogs.com/Ice-T-Rhyme-Pays/master/107594. 
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neighborhoods, broadcasting the rebellion across the country and the globe. Los Angeles was no 

longer defined only by its glamorous celebrities and their mansions on Mulholland Drive—it was 

now exposed as a city with a deep racial divide, violent gang culture, and corrupt police force.  151

Journalists across the globe listed one particular genre of hip-hop as a precursor to the violence: 

Los Angeles gangster rap.  By then, the city’s distinct form of hip-hop had taken the world by 152

storm. To this day, that influence remains: In 2015, the President of the United States listed 

Compton-born rapper Khendrick Lamar, the protege of acclaimed gangster rap pioneer Dr. Dre, 

as creator of song of the year.   153

But gangster rap was not always accepted as part of the mainstream. It took a young pimp 

by the name of Tracy Lauren Marrow, also known as Ice-T, to spearhead the new sound. Though 

he did not bring gangster rap to a national audience, he brought it to LA, where he opened the 

door for N.W.A (N***az Wit Attitude), the subgenre’s first global phenomenon. Together, Ice-T 

and N.W.A transformed hip-hop, popular culture, and the image of the very city that raised them: 

Los Angeles.  

* * * 

 

151 Joost van Loon, “Chronotopes: Of/in the Televisualization of the 1992 Los Angeles Riots.” Theory, Culture & 
Society 14, no. 2 (May 1997): 91. https://doi.org/10.1177/026327697014002009. 
152 Robert Hilburn, “Beyond the Rage: Rappers documented the anger of the inner city long before the riots; the 
challenge is now to examine ways to educate and heal.” LA Times, May 24, 1992, 
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1992-05-24-ca-280-story.html. 
153 “Khendrick Lamar’s How Much a Dollar Cost named best track of 2015 - by Barack Obama,” The Guardian, 
December 10, 2015, 
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2015/dec/10/barack-obama-kendrick-lamar-how-much-a-dollar-cost-best-track-
of-2015. 
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Figure 12 - A DJ spins at Crenshaw Mall, 1992  154

 

To understand gangster rap, you first have to understand hip-hop. And to understand 

hip-hop, you first have to understand the basics of DJing. Hip-hop is predicated on the loop—it 

was born when New York DJ’s discovered that by using a mixer with two turn-tables spinning 

the same vinyl, it was suddenly possible to repeat a segment of a record over and over.  155

Typically, these loops focused on the break beat of a disco record—disco was the popular fad in 

New York at the time—or the moment when the majority of the band took a step-back while the 

rhythm section took the reigns, literally breaking the beat down to its essence: the drums.156

Whereas before an MC had been limited to short phrases and ad-libs, with the break beat looping 

154 Brian Cross, It’s Not About a Salary… Rap, Race and Resistance in Los Angeles (New York: Verso Books, 
1993), 165.  
155 This worked as follows: By having two turntables,  DJs could play the breakbeat on the left turntable, while 
preparing the right turntable to start right at the beginning of the breakbeat. Once the left turntable played the 
breakbeat, the DJ would simply switch over to the right turntable and start the loop there. Once the breakbeat had 
played, the DJ would return to the left side, and the process would begin again.  
156 David Toop, The Rap Attack: African Jive to New York Hip-Hop (Boston: South End Press, 1984), 14; Felicia 
Anjela Viator, To Live and Defy in LA: How Gangsta Rap Changed America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2020), 18. 
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behind them they were now center stage. With this technology, hip-hop was born in the largely 

African American communities of the South Bronx.  

In the highly diverse yet deeply segregated city of New York, hip-hop steadily expanded 

itself into a movement that encompassed fashion, graffiti art, poetry, and dance, the comradery of 

which served as an alternative to gang-culture. The development of “crews,” or groups of young 

dancers and graffiti artists, inspired a sense of location-based competition within hip-hop culture 

and helped the genre spread to Harlem, Brooklyn, and Queens.  By 1979 hip-hop had 157

established itself firmly within the city and was ready for the national stage.  

It was in that year that Sugar Hill Gang released “Rapper’s Delight,” on Sugarhill 

Records.  The loop utilized in this song was the breakbeat found in the third minute of Chic’s 158

disco hit “Good Times.” The track captivated listeners across the country, opening their ears to 

the new trend known as rapping. As a result, hip-hop was now no longer limited to New York, 

and the eighties saw the genre transform and mold itself as it traveled. But due to hip-hop’s 

cultural roots in New York’s “crew” culture, location-based expression and authenticity 

remained a core characteristic of hip-hop even as it spread. Hip-hop was born and bred in New 

York, but its interpretation by those from other parts of the country birthed new subgenres. 

Rappers established themselves as rooted in a locality and discussed their own experiences in 

their own neighborhoods, an artistic choice that was typically mirrored in its beat production. 

Producers often brought in the sound of their own locale to hip-hop—New Orleans bounce, for 

example, became a staple in the city’s hip-hop culture thanks to producers such as Mannie Fresh.

157 Toop, The Rap Attack, 15.  
158 Ibid, 16. 
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 With young black men across the country teaming up as producers and vocalists to deliver a 159

distinctly local flavor through their music, hip-hop got its name as America’s “Black CNN.”  In 160

other words, hip-hop was frequently used as a way to portray and communicate the lived 

experiences of black men in different, largely urban, pockets of the United States. Early New 

York rapper KRS-One said it best: “When you discuss the history of hip-hop, you gotta 

understand that hip-hop has many starts…”  161

Thousands of miles away, on the West Coast, hip-hop would see a major musical 

revolution take place: that of gangster rap. Often referred to by its founders as “reality rap,” the 

new sound was defined by its upbeat, funk-rooted samples, bass-oriented drums, and violent 

lyrics that attempted to chronicle the dangerous everyday life of many young black men in South 

Central Los Angeles. Like bebop before it, the gangster rap revolution was led by individuals 

who were stuck in an entertainment hub that oppressed them to the point in which they were 

forced to innovate in order to escape it.  

In this vein, to understand the birth of Los Angeles gangster rap we must first analyze the 

conditions prevalent in neighborhoods located in LA’s South Central in the early 1980s and their 

roots. One such neighborhood was Compton. Until the late 1950s, Compton was largely 

white—integration of the neighborhood was strongly opposed, often violently so.  Not only did 162

the city’s bureaucracy utilize its powers to keep Compton white, but the city’s residents 

frequently formed mobs to scare off any black newcomers. In 1953, for example, black Korean 

War veteran Alfred Jackson and his wife attempted to move into the neighborhood. While doing 

159 Jeff Mao, “Mannie Fresh (New Orleans, 2011),” Red Bull Music Academy, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://www.redbullmusicacademy.com/lectures/mannie-fresh-new-orleans-2011.  
160 Jah Yusuf and Spike Lee, Fight the Power: Rap, Race, and Reality by Chuck D (New York: Delta, 1997), 256.  
161 Rhyme & Reason, directed by Peter Spirer (Los Angeles: Miramax, 1997).  
162 Sides, “Straight into Compton,” 583. 
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so, a white mob assembled in front of their home; in order to protect themselves, the Jacksons 

wielded a pair of Colt .45 pistols.   163

1965 saw South Central torn apart by the Watts Riots. The riots decimated large swaths 

of the Watts neighborhood, causing some to rename its business district “Charcoal Alley.”  The 164

riots signified a sense of desperation and frustration within black neighborhoods in South Central 

LA—the riots began, for example, in response to a motor vehicle incident in which a LAPD 

officer fought with a local black motorist.   165

Recession hit the nation in the early 1970s, and in response President Richard Nixon 

enacted the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act in . The public program helped some 

South Central residents, but by 1982 President Ronald Reagan had tossed it out, leaving many 

jobless and hopeless.  In 1981 South Central was transformed forever with the arrival of crack 166

cocaine. As popular as it was addictive, crack rapidly took over vast urban areas of the United 

States. Crack was potent and cheap: whereas a 55% pure one-gram package of powdered cocaine 

typically sold at a price of $100, a gram of crack, though often more than 75% pure, would sell 

for far less—between $5 and $25.  According to the federal Drug Enforcement Administration, 167

crack made its first appearance in the United States in 1981 in Los Angeles. In just a few years, it 

became an epidemic.  168

163 Ibid. 
164 Gerrick Kennedy, Parental Discretion Is Advised: the Rise of N.W.A and the Dawn of Gangsta 
Rap, (New York: Atria Books, 2017), 9.  
165 James Queally, “Watts Riots,” LA Times, July 29, 2015, 
https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-watts-riots-explainer-20150715-htmlstory.html. 
166 Kennedy, Parental Discretion,  9.  
167 Ibid, 16.  
168 Office of the Inspector General, “C. The Roles of Ross and Blandon in the Spread of Crack,” U.S. Justice 
Department, accessed May 4, 2020, https://oig.justice.gov/special/9712/ch06p2.htm.  
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The drug’s cheap price tag and strong potency made it incredibly popular in urban areas 

with high rates of poverty. Locals searching for an escape from the hardships of their daily lives 

found themselves using crack and quickly becoming addicted. Urban black communities, often 

barred from high-paying jobs, loans, and high-quality education, saw crack take a particularly 

strong foothold. In South Central Los Angeles, the situation was particularly dire.  

While whites continued to utilize cocaine—the same drug, just more expensive and less 

potent—they were rarely punished. African Americans were disproportionately jailed for using 

and selling crack, despite the fact that it was the same drug. This was magnified by the national 

media, who chose to excessively portray black people in cocaine-related stories. A study from 

the University of Michigan found that from 1985 onward, “the number of whites shown using 

cocaine dropped by 60 percent—and the number of blacks rose by the same amount.”  In short, 169

crack’s negative physical and social effect within poor black urban communities was magnified 

by racist portrayals in the national news media.  

By 1986 the role of crack in urban communities had reached crisis levels. According to 

scholar Lloyd Johnston, “It is fair to say that we did have a drug crisis in 1986, once you take 

into account….the degree of penetration of cocaine use into youthful populations.’”  Crack’s 170

proliferation onto the streets of South Central in the 1980s had a devastating effect on the youth 

population. Young men were increasingly recruited to highly organized gangs that peddled the 

drug, many of whom were of a tragically young age. Two such gangs were the Crips and the 

Bloods. The Crips typically identified themselves with blue clothing and bandanas, whereas the 

Bloods were known for wearing red. During the 1980s the Crips and the Bloods saw themselves 

169 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 27. 
170 Jimmie Lynn Reeves, Cracked Coverage: Television News, the Anti-cocaine Crusade, and the Reagan Legacy (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1994), 248.  
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divided into increasingly smaller subsets, the division of which resulted in more and more 

violence. The 1980s saw Compton’s homicide rate continue to increase.   171

In response, the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) began to initiate their own “War 

on Drugs” in the city’s South Central. Black men were steadily criminalized in their own 

neighborhoods, and often struggled to lead their daily lives without being subject to unlawful 

police harassment and racism.  

In other words, for many South Central locals, the crack epidemic—and the police 

brutality that came with it—drastically influenced their daily lives. In response, local artists 

began to produce works that discussed their unjust reality. The early underground hip-hop scene 

in Los Angeles was no different. Toddy Tee, a young rapper from Compton, decided to vent his 

own frustrations. Recording at home onto a cassette tape, Toddy released “Batterram” in 1985.  172

On the track, he criticized the way the city was handling the crack epidemic—the song’s title, for 

example, stems from the LAPD’s decision to deploy two armored V-100 military surplus 

vehicles. The vehicles, provided by the US Department of energy, weighed more than six tons 

and were equipped with a fourteen-foot steel ram. The LAPD used these vehicles to bulldoze 

their way inside South Central’s rock houses with enough speed so as to catch dealers and users 

in the act. On February 6, 1985, police chief Daryl Gates attempted to demonstrate the 

Batterram’s value in front of a media team. The vehicle promptly bombarded its way inside the 

suspected rock house, only to find two women eating ice cream with a small boy.  This scene 173

resonated with Toddy Tee—and in response, he rapped: 

171 “Uniform Crime Reports and Index of Crime in Compton in the State of Californi enforced by Compton Police 
from 1985 to 2005,” The Disaster Center, accessed May 4, 2020, 
http://www.disastercenter.com/californ/crime/943.htm.  
172 Viator, To Live and Defy in LA, 19.  
173 Ibid, 23-25.  
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Well, I know to you we all look the same 
But I’m not the one slingin’ ‘caine 
I work nine to five and ain’t a damn thing changed  174

 

Toddy Tee clearly presented his innocence to the listener, encouraging them to see the 

injustice peddled by the city government.  In his final verse, Toddy Tee attacked the infamous 

Chief of Police, Daryl Gates: “And the Chief of Police says he might / Flatten out every house he 

sees on sight.” However, Toddy Tee also used a warning tone when discussing those abusing and 

selling the drugs: “But yeah rockman, you’ll see it soon / And you won’t hear a snatch, you’ll 

hear a boom.” The boom signified the sound the Batterram produced when it smashed into the 

side of a home. Taken together, the lyrics of the song leave a slightly humorous yet overall 

critical approach to the Los Angeles landscape at that time (“In L.A. it’s [the Batterram] comin’ / 

No, it’s here!”).  There is a distinctively funky aura to the song overall, despite the serious 175

subject matter.  

Toddy Tee’s tape became an underground hit. Locals were responsive to the rapper’s 

ability to discuss a Los Angeles urban reality with humor—“We just rapped about what was 

going on: crack heads, but we called them cluck heads.”  The musical director of a local radio 176

station played Toddy’s track on air, and lauded the young rapper for bringing a Los Angeles 

flavor to the budding hip-hop genre—“‘Dang man we been waiting on this a long time,’” he said.

 People were thirsty for music that they felt like they could relate to.  177

174 Toddy Tee, “Batterram,” single (original self-produced cassette-tape format, 1985; Evejim Records, 1985), vinyl, 
12”.  
175 Ibid.  
176 Tee, Toddy. “Toddy Tee,” interview by Brian Cross, It’s Not About A Salary: Rap, Race and Resistance in Los 
Angeles, (New York: Verso Books, 1993), 145.   
177 Ibid, 146.  
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Though “Batterram” served as a breakthrough moment in Los Angeles’ gangster rap 

movement, the song itself was not a work of gangster rap. The beat, for example, was the 

instrumental used in New York rap hit “Rappin’ Duke”—a Billboard charting record.  Though 178

the lyrics discussed issues more relevant to Los Angeles, the beat came from New York. 

Furthermore, although Toddy Tee had successfully commented on the LAPD’s response to the 

crack epidemic over a funky beat, he did not portray himself as a violent criminal in his lyrics.  

At the same time, all the way on the East Coast, hip-hop first began alluding to gang 

violence. In 1985, Schoolly D, an MC from Philadelphia, released, “P.S.K: What Does It 

Mean?” Over an enormously reverberated drum machine, Schoolly D discussed his drug and 

alcohol use (“Copped some brew, some j, some coke”), comedically described sex with a woman 

(“She got me to the crib, she laid me to the bed / I fucked her from my toes to the top of my 

head”), before noticing she was a prostitute (“I finally realized the girl was a whore / Gave her 

ten dollars, she asked me for some more”), all before dropping a line that would cement his 

position as one of gangster rap’s most notable inspirations:  

 

You sucker-ass n***a  
I should shoot you dead.  179

 

Not only did this lyric make Schoolly D the first rapper to advocate for violence, but it 

also made him one of the first rappers to say the n-word. The shock value of both was what 

immediately set him apart. Though by now the term “reality rap” was beginning to circulate, 

nobody had depicted a reality quite like Schoolly D. This was a sinister depiction of the streets, 

178 Viator, To Live and Defy in LA, 19. 
179 Schoolly D, “P.S.K. - What Does It Mean?,” Track 1 on P.S.K.-What Does It Mean? / Gucci  
Time, Schoolly-D Records, 1985, Vinyl.  
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and Schoolly D was the tour guide. The title of the track made this clear: “P.S.K: What Does It 

Mean” advertised Schoolly D’s gang, the Philadelphia-based Park Side Killers, for example. Los 

Angeles-based DJ Quik described the track’s arrival in Los Angeles: “I don’t know how I got 

that record. But I know that once I got it, I couldn’t let it go. I played that shit wherever I could 

play it. The music kind of low-key scared you into liking it, like a bully.”  But by the end of the 180

track, the violence that characterized so much of the song fell back, as if to say, “Only joking!”: 

 

A thought ran across my educated mind 
Said, man, Schoolly D ain’t doing no time 
Grabbed the microphone and started to talk 
Sucker-ass n***a, man, he started to walk...  181

 

In this sense, Schoolly D held himself back. His punchline reduced the shock value of the 

violence he mentioned earlier in the track. Whereas Toddy Tee’s “Batterram” had failed to 

mention violence in its critique of the LAPD and its handling of the crack epidemic, Schoolly 

D’s “P.S.K: What Does It Mean?” discussed violence and gangs yet did so in a dulled-down, 

Philadelphian context. Together, they laid the groundwork for a young pimp from South Central 

LA to create the first ever gangster rap song. But by then he would be known as Ice-T.  

* * * 

Santa Monica Boulevard, 1983. A silver-haired Canadian named Don MacMillan pulled over to 

the side of the road, check book in hand. Before long, he had purchased the small bankrupt vinyl 

pressing operation, equipped with twelve manual vinyl presses and shrink-wrapping machines, 

for $10,000. MacMillan decided to name the plant “Macola,” a portmanteau of his name and his 

180 Soren Baker, The History of Gangster Rap: From Schoolly D to Kendrick Lamar: The Rise of a Great American 
Art Form (New York: Abrams Image, 2018), 6.  
181 Schoolly D, “P.S.K. - What Does It Mean?” 
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spouse’s, and opened business with an economical deal for amateur artists—five hundred 

12-inch singles cost $1,000. For the same amount in 1983, one could also purchase an upscale 

CD player. Though the devices had flooded the U.S. market that very year, vinyl was still the 

favored option amongst most due to its more reasonable pricing.  MacMillan’s business quickly 182

began to flourish—East Coast hip-hop was just starting to reach Los Angeles and young artists 

were eager to get their own recordings pressed. Before long, Macola became a fundamental pillar 

of the DJ and hip-hop scene in Los Angeles, as a label, distributor, and publisher for amateur 

artists.   183

 

 
Figure 13 - Macola Records’ logo  184

 

Macola served such a foundational purpose in the birth of Los Angeles’ hip-hop scene 

that without it, there may not have been an mid-to-late-1980s Los Angeles hip-hop scene at all. 

Mediums like Macola were essential in allowing these artists to spread their sound and initiate a 

182 Kennedy, Parental Discrtion is Advised,  58. 
183 Ibid, 57. 
184 Baker, The History of Gangster Rap, 42. 
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public reaction. The small record plant was not the only medium, however, as skating rinks, 

nightclubs, and swap meets all served as vital points in LA’s burgeoning hip-hop network. But 

above all, there was the radio, and there was Greg Mack. 

In the same year that CD players hit the North American market, Los Angeles’ radio 

station KDAY was in shambles. Whereas once it had featured the likes of pre-eminent rock ‘n 

roll DJ Alan Freed, by 1983 KDAY was headquartered on top of a grassy hill in a bunker with 

no windows. Its AM radio signal was so weak it “wavered in a high wind” and was unreliable 

north of Los Angeles. But in the largely black South Central, it was crystal clear.  As a result, 185

the station started to shift its image and attention towards the music most favored by its black 

listeners. That year, Greg Mack, a young and hungry radio DJ from Emory, Texas, was 

appointed musical director of the station. 

 

 
Figure 14 - KDAY Radio’s logo  186

 

With Mack’s appointment, KDAY saw immediate and drastic change. He quickly began 

broadcasting rap during late-night hours, and by 1986 sixty percent of the songs played by the 

185 Viator, To Live and Defy in LA, 17.  
186“1580 KDAY - And the Beat Goes On,” Medium, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://medium.com/@briancoleman/1580-kday-and-the-beat-goes-on-9dab5b6c55e6.  
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station were rap.  Greg Mack placed significant emphasis on local acts, choosing Los Angeles 187

rappers and DJs over their more nationally-known counterparts on the East Coast.  Regularly, 188

Mack broadcasted live from places that attracted young audiences, such as the black-owned 

Compton skate-rink, Skateland.   189

Greg Mack’s influence on Los Angeles' burgeoning hip-hop scene was essential to its 

success. By breaking local DJs and rappers on the radio, he opened up the world of Los Angeles 

hip-hop to many. While larger record companies in New York simply ignored this new 

phenomenon, and corporations largely avoided hip-hop due to its controversial status as a new 

urban black art form, Greg Mack and other South Central locals simply filled the void: “The big 

chains didn’t want to buy rap up so the ‘Mom and Pop stores’ were making a killing, as well a 

lot of the local rappers wouldn’t get touched by New York so we gave them a chance. And at the 

same time they were pushing our numbers up. It was a whole vibe.”   190

Of course, without Macola, KDAY would have had no incoming stream of underground 

hip-hop records. Together, mediums like KDAY Macola worked in harmony with those 

producing, mixing, DJing, and performing in Los Angeles’ earliest hip-hop cultural community. 

With these pieces beginning to fall together, the stage was now set for a prodigy to come along 

and change LA forever. 

* * * 

 
 
 

187 Kennedy, Parental Discretion is Advised, 54. 
188 Eithne Quinn, Nuthin’ but a ‘G’ Thang: The Culture and Commerce of Gangsta Rap (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2004), 63.  
189 Ibid; Kennedy, Parental Discretion is Advised,  68. 
190 Greg Mack, “Greg Mack,” interview by Brian Cross, It’s Not About a Salary… Rap, Race, and Resistance in Los 
Angeles (New York: Verso Books, 1993), 155.  
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“...I’m more of a crook than a rapper, but I know that.” 
—Ice-T  191

 

The first hip-hop record Ice-T ever heard was “Rapper’s Delight” by the Sugarhill Gang 

in 1979. It caught his attention not because the style was new, but because it sounded familiar.  192

Rhyming speech was nothing innovatory to Ice-T, who was well versed in “gang rhymes.” 

Although not performed over a beat, gang rhymes were in essence a form of poetry that 

discussed gang life in South Central in a somewhat rhythmic fashion. Ice-T, who though not a 

gang member himself, was associated with the Crips, recounted one of his favorite gang rhymes 

in a 1990s interview: 

 

Strollin’ through the city in the middle of the night,  
N***as on my left and n***as on my right, 
Yo I cr-cr-cr-cripped every n***a I see, 
If you bad enough come fuck with me  193

 

Ice-T, or Tracy Marrow, was born in Newark, New Jersey, but by the time he was 

thirteen years old he was an orphan living with his aunt in Los Angeles. As a teenager stuck in 

the Crenshaw neighborhood, Ice-T was exposed to prostitution, drug pushing, and gangbanging 

at a young age: “Nobody fucking wants to live in the ghetto. The best thing you can do is get out 

and get your family up outta there…” he once said.   194

 

191 Rhyme & Reason. 
192 Ice-T, A Memoir of Gangster Life and Redemption (New York: One World, 2012), 51. 
193 Ice-T, “Ice-T,” interview by Brian Cross, It’s Not About A Salary: Rap, Race and Resistance in Los Angeles 
(New York: Verso Books, 1993), 181.   
194 Rhyme & Reason.  
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Figure 15 - Ice-T’s Crenshaw High School yearbook photo  195

 

Despite the familiarity that came with this exposure, Ice-T and his friends idolized the 

lives of pimps and hustlers. In high school, he picked up Iceberg Slim’s (Robert Beck) street 

books, which documented the life of a pimp without any moralizing tone—instead, they 

somewhat celebrated it, detailing the thrilling, violent, and often luxurious lifestyle. Ice-T and his 

friends were captivated: 

 

N***as would come to school with them in their back pockets, and            
I would read ‘em and think, “Oh my God, it’s the phattest shit in              
the world,” because it’s exactly what hardcore rap is: it’s the lingo,            
it’s the life, it’s the whole life we live. So I started readin’ it, and I                
used to quote his words…  196

 

Ice-T was captivated by Iceberg Slim. He saw the author as he presented himself—a 

pimp with money, swagger, and style. Ice-T respected Slim’s laid-back attitude and absorbed it 

195 Ice-T and Douglass Century, Ice: A Memoir of Gangster Life and Redemption—From South Central to 
Hollywood (New York: Ballantine Books, 2011), 118.  
196 Ice-T, interview, 182. 
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into his rhymes. In fact, Ice-T’s name stems in part from that of his hero. Ice-T combined the 

“Ice” from Iceberg, and the “T” from his first name, Tracy.  

He would later go on to join the military. It was there that he learned how to properly 

wield a weapon and, in the process, gradually accustomed himself to violence. Upon his return to 

South Central, he began robbing jewelry stores with his friends, and, eventually, he began to 

hustle as a pimp, fulfilling a childhood dream. 

It was from this perspective that Ice-T hit the underground LA. hip-hop scene. Initially, 

he tested the waters, working with producer Unknown DJ, who specialized in making beats that 

had a perspicuously techno twist. Unknown DJ had his own imprint distributed by Macola, 

Techno Hop. One of the first records Unknown DJ made with Ice-T was “Dog’N the Wax (Ya 

Don’t Quit).” Ice-T practically shouted his lyrics over a blunt, thunderous drum-line. Despite this 

aggression, the song overall had more of a party-feel than anything else. In one lyric, Ice-T 

stated: “Rhyme is my life, party is my work.”  197

Those close to Ice-T noticed that this upbeat party music didn’t match who he was. The 

street hustler known for his gang rhymes was rapping about parties? “My boys were like saying 

‘Ice, man, why you rapping about parties, man, we don’t go to parties we rob parties, you know 

what I’m saying?’”  Instead of imitating the more party-focused scene on the East Coast in 198

New York, Ice-T decided he would make a B-side to “Dog’N the Wax (Ya Don’t Quit)” with a 

rawer, Los Angeles-centric sound, inspired by the likes of Philadelphia’s Schoolly D and the 

LA-based Toddy Tee. Despite this lackadaisical approach, it was precisely this 

B-side—manufactured and distributed by Macola Records—that began the gangster rap 

197 Ice-T, “6 In The Mornin’,” Track 1 on Dog’n The Wax (Ya Don’t Quit-Part II) / 6 In The Mornin’. Techno Hop 
Records, 1986, Vinyl. 
198 Rhyme & Reason. 
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revolution, putting on wax the very moment when the new approach to hip-hop was born. The 

place, the people, and the mediums necessitated for the revolution to occur were all beginning to 

line up, and this would prove to be one of its most pivotal moments. Before the drums even came 

in, Ice-T’s voice roared, like a car coming to an immediate halt: 

 

Six in the morning, police at my door 
Fresh Adidas squeak across the bathroom floor  199

 

Drums entered—a deafening snare fill—and, then, suddenly, the kick. Balancing out the 

high-end frequencies, the thudding knock of the bass drum rooted the track. The song was 

unfortunately repetitive, however—while the hook includes some orchestrated hits, all ten verses 

on the track feature solely vocals, a kick, a snare, and a cymbal sound. Ice-T’s projection also 

played an important role—he was forceful and vociferous on the mic. Practically shouting 

vulgarities over a beat, Ice-T did not hold back on his first gangster lullaby. To accompany him 

was a beat stripped bare of all frills—only a thunderous drum-line remained, rooted in the techno 

scene that Unknown DJ frequented.  

Ice-T’s lyrics were perhaps the most important aspect of the track. Describing himself as 

a “self-made monster of the city streets,” he combined Schoolly D’s bully-esque, gangbanger 

attitude with Toddy Tee’s South Central-centric perspective.  But he raised the volume on both 200

counts, transforming what potentially may have been clear influences to little more than vague 

sources of inspiration. According to Ice-T, he was chiefly animated by the fact that the realities 

199 “6 In The Mornin’.” 
200 Ibid. 
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of life in South Central were not being discussed in hip-hop: “...While they were having a 

hip-hop scene in New York we were having a gang scene.”   201

A gang affiliate, jewelry thief, and pimp, Ice-T was familiar with South Central’s gang 

culture. Though he may not have been a gangbanger himself, he still made his income through 

crime and violence. In the first verse “6 In The Mornin'”, Ice-T did not attempt to clean-up his 

image. Instead, he did the opposite:  

 

Gold on my neck, my pistol’s close at hand 
I’m a self-made monster of the city streets  202

 

Ice-T thereby bases his authenticity by portraying himself as a violent criminal of 

mythical proportions. Over the stripped-back beat, the listener had no choice but to envision 

Ice-T as both somebody to be feared as well as a source of intrigue, wealth, and power.  

In the second verse, Ice-T got more violent, more misogynistic, and more specific. He 

chronicled an episode in which he and his friends beat up a woman in the street: 

 

As we walked over to her, ho continued to speak 
So we beat the bitch down in the goddamn street  203

 

By portraying this scene in such a way that listeners could envision it, Ice-T forced 

people to listen to what he was saying. For many, the particular lyric mentioned above was what 

caused them to pay attention. Printed on Macola Records and touted by KDAY Radio’s Greg 

Mack, the record typecasted this latest form of expression: hardcore and violent, “6 ‘N the 

201 Rhyme & Reason. 
202 Ibid. 
203 “6 In The Mornin’.” 
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Mornin’” brought a new sound to hip-hop. To those who heard the track outside of Los Angeles, 

it transformed their understanding of the city—New York hip-hop DJ and producer Afrika Islam 

(Charles Andre Glenn), who later produced for Ice-T, recalled: “Back then, people didn’t 

associate Los Angeles with ‘hood stories,’...we thought it was all Hollywood and Malibu 

Beach.’”  204

Ice-T’s lyrics on “6 ‘N the Mornin’” were his defining contribution to the birth of 

gangster rap. Whereas Schoolly D alluded to violence, stating “I should shoot you dead,” Ice-T 

“shanked ‘em in the eye” and “broke his bitch jaw for smoking ‘caine,” all in a Los Angeles 

context.  And whereas Toddy Tee gently criticized the LAPD, “Drug busters, you better 205

beware….don't turn your head as if you don't care,” Ice-T didn’t hold back in his remonstrance: 

“Fucking blue lights: L.A.P.D. / Pigs searched our car, their day was made / Found an Uzi, .44 

and a hand grenade.”  In other words, compared to other rappers at the time, Ice-T emphasized 206

violence, anti-police rhetoric, and sex. He did so emphatically, mixing his violent reality as a 

street hustler with his juvenile hood fantasies, illustrating a world not defined by morality. In an 

interview for the documentary Rhyme & Reason, Ice-T explained what he saw as gangster 

rapper’s role: 

 

What a gangster rapper says is, “You, listener, I will shoot you in             
your motherfucking face.” He forgets about the rules, he forgets          
about the theory, what’s right or wrong, message versus         
non-message. It is reality rap in its truest form because you take            
out all the barricades. It’s very direct. Taking rap to its most real             
form, and just rapping it, just not giving a fuck.  207

204 Kennedy, Parental Discretion is Advised, 49-50.  
205 “P.S.K. - What Does It Mean?”; “6 In The Mornin’.” 
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It was with this perspective that Ice-T had taken influences such as “Batterram,” and 

“P.S.K.,” and turned up the volume, magnified the violence, and in the process, developed an 

entirely new and raw sound. And rather than imitate New York’s disco-rooted hip-hop, he took 

more influence from the funk music so popular in Los Angeles during the early 1980s.  Despite 208

the fact that he discussed real issues that affected many young people in South Central, he also 

glamorized the lifestyle of a criminal—much like his namesake, Iceberg Slim, had done in his 

books. This friction was central to “6 In The Mornin’,” and would come to in part define the way 

in which the nation received gangster rap as it continued to grow.  

Thanks to platforms such as Macola and KDAY Radio, Ice-T was able to disseminate his 

new sound across Los Angeles. In turn, he created a blueprint for young musicians in the city 

eager to make hip-hop records that they resonated with. Crucially, however, this was not enough 

for “6 ‘N the Mornin’” to take gangster rap to the globe.  

Nonetheless, 1986 saw Ice-T find an audience in his city. For one young man in 

particular, O’Shea Jackson, the tune immediately became one of his favorite songs.  He was so 209

inspired that he began to write his own lyrics, imitating Ice-T’s rhythmic flow and lyrical 

content. He was still flirting with his rap pseudonym, but was leaning towards the moniker Ice 

Cube. Though Ice-T had pressed the A-side of the revolution, it would take Ice Cube and an 

eclectic group of crack dealers, DJs, and amateur producers to flip the record, realize the 

revolution, and bring it to the world stage. It was time for the B-side. 

 
 

208 Viator, To Live and Defy in LA, 18.  
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SIDE-B 
 ‘_ _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks)’: 

N.W.A RISES FROM THE ASHES 
 
“This is Hollywood, the city where dreams are made. Tonight it’s a nightmare of civil 
disorder...” 

— Elser Gavin, BBC Breakfast News, 1 May 1992  210

 

 
Figure 16 - Los Angeles during the 1992 riots  211

 

From April 29 to May 4 1992, Los Angeles was burning. In response to a jury’s decision 

to acquit four officers of the Los Angeles Police Department for their alleged use of excessive 

force, the city had fallen into chaos. The crime in question had been documented on a Sony 

camcorder and widely disseminated across the globe. The video, typically clipped to 

210 van Loon, 90.  
211 Carolina A. Miranda, “Not just about Rodney King: California African American Museum takes a wide view of 
the 1992 riots,” LA Times, March 9, 2017, 
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approximately sixty seconds and broadcasted on cable news, portrayed four white LAPD officers 

with batons beating and stomping on Rodney King, a black man, in the middle of the street. 

Despite what was seen by many viewers as an obvious breach of power, the four officers were 

nonetheless acquitted and released as free men. This acquittal was the last straw for many who 

lived in South Central LA, and the area exploded into a frenzy of looting, arson, and violence.   212

 In June 1992, the world was still making sense of that violence—its roots, its effects, and, 

most importantly, the warning signs that were flagged long before it began. At the epicenter of 

the discussion lay N.W.A and their song “_ _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks)” from their 

1988 album, Straight Outta Compton. Newspapers as far as London argued, “The recent social 

meltdown will not have surprised anybody with even a cursory knowledge of California’s black 

rap acts.”  Despite preceding the riots by four years, N.W.A’s Straight Outta Compton was 213

seen as either a direct contributor to the riots themselves or as a cautionary note. In any case, 

N.W.A was firmly tied to the Rodney King rebellion—and, as a result, tied to the city’s darker, 

more sinister side, now more and more a critical part of its identity. Los Angeles no longer only 

inspired visions of red carpets and Hollywood in the collective imagination—it now also 

symbolized a dangerous gangland overrun by drugs and crime. Gangster rap’s credibility, fame, 

and aesthetic provided a backdrop of authenticity in the wake of the 1992 Rodney King 

rebellion. 

In 1986, “N***az Wit Attitude,” or N.W.A, began to assemble themselves. Together, 

they began to make gangster rap records—first experimenting with the sound before eventually 

212 Lou Cannon, Official Negligence: How Rodney King and the Riots Changed Los Angeles and the LAPD (New 
York: Basic Books, 1999), 21.  
213 Michelle Shocked, “L.A. Riots,” 6.  
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creating the genre’s seminal work: “F _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks).” Bolstered by 

hip-hop’s gradual acceptance into the cultural mainstream and elevated by a significant 

distribution deal, “F _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks)” was, for most Americans, their first 

introduction to the new polarizing form of hip-hop. This music, laden with vulgarities and 

consistently reinforced by booming drums draped over funk samples, rooted its legitimacy in the 

location in which it was born: South Central LA. As the 1980s wore on, Americans were 

increasingly made more aware of the volatile situation in these poor urban communities, and, as 

a result, were more inclined to place Los Angeles gangster rap within a broader socio-political 

context, thereby fortifying the subgenre’s location-based authenticity. This, in turn, inspired a 

dramatic public reaction and conversation which ultimately culminated with a global critique of 

the conditions that many urban-dwelling African Americans faced in their own communities 

following the 1992 Rodney King Rebellion. In other words, Ice-T opened the door for N.W.A, 

who, thanks to mediums such as Yo! MTV Raps, realized the gangster rap revolution. In the 

process, they altered the very source of their inspiration: South Central LA. In the process, they 

put one such neighborhood—Compton—on the map.   

As the gangster rap revolution was molded and forged by the individuals who created it, 

it is essential that a historical narrative of the movement examines their role in detail. The 

contumacious hip-hop group’s nucleus consisted of three members—a lyricist, a producer, and a 

hustler—who developed N.W.A into an international sensation. But they were not always a 

group. Before there was Ice Cube, Dr. Dre, and Eazy E of N.W.A, there was O’Shea Jackson, 

Andre Young, and Eric Wright.  
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Figure 17 - Eric Wright in Compton, 1994  214

 

Born in Compton in 1964, Wright was delivered one year before the 1965 Watts Riots, an 

event equal in magnitude to the 1992 riots.  Wright’s parents had moved to the neighborhood 215

as part of the Great Migration from Greenville, Mississippi. As one of the first black families in 

Compton, they were drawn by the plenitude of jobs that sprouted in the region immediately after 

World War II.   216

Though his parents worked salaried jobs—his father as a postal worker and his mother as 

a teacher at a Montessori school, Wright found a different path: dealing drugs. This coincided 

with Compton’s drastic shift from a white middle-class neighborhood to a poorer black urban 

214 Chi Modu, “Chi Modu,” accessed May 4, 2020, http://www.chimodu.com/. 
215 James Queally, “Watts Riots.” 
216 Ben Westoff, Original Gangstas: The Untold Story of Dr. Dre, Eazy E, Ice Cube, Tupac Shakur, and the Birth of 
West Coast Rap (New York: Hachette Books, 2016), 10.  
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community decimated by crack cocaine. Though in 1949 George and Barbara Bush called 

Compton home for a short period in 1949, by the 1980s their old apartment building was home to 

prostitutes, squatters and crack peddlers.   217

 

 
Figure 18 - The pay phone in Compton Eric Wright used to make deals  218

 

In fact, Wright was skilled at the work. Perhaps he was lucky—he got his start in 1985 

when his mentor in the drug game, Horace Butler, was murdered, leaving behind a stash that 

included a bag of cash and tens-of-thousands of dollars worth of cocaine. Having spent nothing 

on the product himself, Wright was able to quickly develop connections while selling wholesale 

at a low price.  He was a talented businessman, moving large amounts of product while 219

amassing the profit. 

217 Ibid. 
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Meanwhile, in the teen club Eve’s After Dark, another Compton native was finding his 

own way to fill his pockets.  Then a young and inexperienced DJ, Andre Romelle Young 220

dreamt of the day he could perform at Eve’s. Located just a quarter of a mile from Compton, the 

club was alcohol free until midnight before transitioning into a twenty-and-up only location 

during after-hours. The club was immensely popular, in part due to its location—outside of both 

Compton and LA city proper, it was able to stay open until six in the morning. Four nights a 

week, a party was hosted by Alonzo “Lonzo” Williams and his Wreckin’ Cru, a troupe of DJs 

eager to make a name for themselves. Spinning R & B, electro, and funk tracks, the Wreckin’ 

Cru decked themselves out in satin jackets and performed rehearsed choreography, emulating the 

Temptations.  221

In 1981, Andre Young was still a pupil at Compton’s Centennial High School, but was 

more passionate about music than his education. His infatuation began in his youth, listening 

along to his mother’s 1960s and 1970s soul and funk records. Aged fourteen, Young attended 

Parliament-Funkadelic’s performance at the LA Coliseum, where he was so impressed by 

George Clinton’s stage presence that he decided to form his own dance crew with his friends.  222

Eventually, that interest gave way for a stronger attraction to DJing. By seventeen, Young had 

practiced enough at home on the mixer his mother and step-father had bought him. He was ready 

to make his debut. On one fateful night, the Wreckin’ Cru was missing a DJ, and Young, certain 

of his own talent, got on stage to challenge Antoine “DJ Yella” Carraby (later another member of 

N.W.A) to a DJ battle.  223

220 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 34. 
221 Ibid. 
222 Ibid, 37.  
223 Dr. Dre’s step-father was G-funk icon Warren G’s father.  
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Figure 19 - Andre Young in his youth  224

 

 Yella accepted Andre Young’s challenge. DJ Yella was an important figure in the world 

of Los Angeles hip-hop. Having studied under New York’s DJ Davy DMX—the DJ for the 

young and increasingly famous rapper Kurtis Blow—Yella was well-versed in DJ scratching and 

looping funky breakbeats live. Now on stage in front of a massive crowd for the first time, Dre 

mixed Afrika Bambaataa’s “Planet Rock” with the Marvelettes’ “Please Mr. Postman.” The two 

songs were extraordinarily different from one another: “Planet Rock'' was a groundbreaking 

work of Afrofuturism—drum machine heavy, electronic, and unapologetically eighties. “Please 

Mr. Postman,'' on the other hand, was a lyrical, melancholic doo-woop classic from the early 

1960s. But put together a new feel was created. Instead of simply scratching from one loop to 

224 @whitelabelradio, “In an interview with LL Cool J…” Twitter, January 4, 2020, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://twitter.com/whitelabelradio/status/1245451025705627648?lang=bg. 
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another, Young was mixing on the spot, layering contrasting sonances to create something 

entirely different.  In doing so, Dre exemplified his musical genius at the coolest venue in LA. 225

A fabulous young talent, Andre’s career would quickly pick up steam. Before long he 

took on a stage name, “Dr. Dre, the Master of Mixology,” and joined Lonzo’s Wreckin’ Cru as 

full-time DJ.  In 1985, Young and the rest of the Wreckin’ Cru released their album World 226

Class, the brief success of which saw them go on tour with Rick James, perform in London’s 

Wembley Arena, and even sign a record contract with CBS’s Epic Records. But the fame soon 

ran out. In 1986, the group flopped and was dropped by the label—at which point Young decided 

he was ready for a new challenge.  

 
Figure 20 - A young O’Shea Jackson  227

225 westcoastpioneer, “Dr.  Dre first live mixing to Mr. Postman,” YouTube, November 6, 2008, accessed May 4, 
2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6pSqO0JGDA. 
226 Zack O’Malley Greenburg, 3 Kings: Diddy, Dr. Dre, Jay-Z, and Hip-Hop’s Multibillion-Dollar Rise (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 2018): 1-50.  
227 @icecube, “#TBT Young Cube. Photo via Dorothy Low Photography,” June 16, 2016, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://twitter.com/icecube/status/743488377803022336.  
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Fortunately for him, that challenge came in the form of working with lyricist O’Shea 

Jackson. Born in 1969 in Crenshaw, Jackson was raised by his parents Doris and Hosea. The two 

worked at the University of California in Los Angeles (UCLA), where Hosea was a machinist 

and Doris a hospital clerk. Jackson was raised relatively comfortably, but by the time he was in 

high school the crack epidemic was in full effect.  His parents sent him to the relatively new 228

William Howard Taft High School in Woodland Hills, California, where Jackson was forced to 

take the bus more than twenty-five miles away as part of an anti-segregation bussing plan.  

By that point, Jackson’s rap name, “Ice Cube,” was gaining attention in Los Angeles. 

Given to him by his brother, the nickname stemmed from Jackson’s ability to irritate his siblings 

to the point that they wished they could throw him in the freezer to shut him up. Despite the fact 

that it was intended as an insult, Jackson evidently took a liking to the name, considering it a 

badge of honor.  After being challenged to write rhymes by a classmate in the ninth grade, he 229

put his nickname to the test: “My name is Ice Cube and I want you to know / I’m not 

Run-D.M.C. or Kurtis Blow.”  Jackson quickly took an interest in writing rhymes, and found 230

he had a talent for it. He regularly wrote new songs in his notebook on the long bus ride to 

school, and, before long, he was ready to make his first recording.  

But Cube needed a studio for that. And more importantly, he needed a producer to make 

beats for him. Fortunately for the young and talented lyricist, fate would bring a gifted DJ & 

producer into his life. One day after school in 1986, Cube went to visit his friend’s home a 

couple doors down the street. On an average day after school he would join his friend, Anthony 

228 Jessie Smith, Encyclopedia of African American Business: A-J. Vol 1, (Connecticut: Greenwood, 2006), 403, 
https://books.google.com/books?id=-VYN_LWZwf4C&pg=PAPA403#v=onepage&q&f=false.  
229 Angela Watercutter, “Ever Wonder How Ice Cube Got His Name? Here’s Your Answer,” Wired.com, April 11, 
2016, https://www.wired.com/2016/04/ice-cube-google-autocomplete-interview/. 
230 Westhoff, Original Gangstas, 36.  
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Wheaton, in Wheaton’s garage, where they would practice dancing and rapping along to 

Wheaton’s beat machine for hours.  But on this particular day, Cube arrived at the garage only 231

to find Wheaton’s older cousin had moved in. Wheaton’s cousin was Andre Young—Dre’s 

mother had thrown him out of the house. 

Dr. Dre and Cube immediately hit it off. Dre, who would later become globally renowned 

for his ability to both recognize and develop unsigned talent, saw potential in Cube. Before the 

year was over, they recorded their first single together, titled “She’s a Skag.” The song was 

forgettable and clunky, however, and didn’t make much of an impact.   232

It was during this time that Dre completely fell out with Lonzo and found himself in 

desperate need of a bail-out. Everything Lonzo did seemed to illustrate his lack of interest in his 

talents’ well-being. Dre lost patience when Lonzo, utilizing funds obtained from the Wreckin’ 

Cru’s record sales, bought a BMW and offered Dre his old Mazda RX-7. There was always 

something seemingly wrong with the car, and the lackadaisical Dre found himself piling up 

moving ticket violations. Eventually, he went to jail for failing to pay them. Normally, Lonzo 

paid Dre’s bail, but this time, Lonzo prioritized his BMW car payment.  Dre was stuck in jail. 233

 

231 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 65; Much to the duo’s surprise, however, the track was picked up and featured in 
the Scorcese-directed music video of Michael Jackson’s “Bad” in 1987. Perhaps it was so surprising because neither 
Cube nor Dre received any notice or money for the sync. (Ibid, 67).  
232  
233 Westhoff, Original Gangstas, 33.  
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Figure 21 - Steve Yano’s music stall at the Roadium swap meet  234

 

Surprisingly, it was Eric Wright who came to Dre’s rescue. Wright was by now a 

practiced drug dealer, no longer simply selling off the stash of his late friend. Finally moving his 

own product, the stress of dealing was becoming increasingly burdensome. Wright’s car had 

been recently torched by a fellow dealer, and consequently he was embroiled in a violent beef. 

The new and exciting scene of Los Angeles hip-hop had become Wright’s outlet—he was often 

found at the Roadium swap meet a few miles from Compton with his friend Lorenzo Patterson.

 The swapmeet, or an open air market, was home to a music stall run by Japanese-American 235

Steve Yano. The stall was especially popular with young people, as Yano played the hottest new 

cassette mixes on thumping speakers. One such mix caught Wright’s attention, so he asked 

Yano: “What is this?” It was one of Dr. Dre’s mixes, recorded from a broadcast he had done in 

partnership with Greg Mack’s KDAY Radio.  236

234 Viator, To Live and Defy in LA, 119. 
235 Another foundational member of N.W.A, known by the stage name “MC Ren.” 
236 Westoff, Original Gangstas, 32; Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 60.  
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Of course, Wright was familiar with Dre—he had seen him out and about in the 

neighborhood. But he had no idea of his musical mastery. Whereas the best DJs could scratch 

and mix, Dr. Dre could do both and add in a layer or two from a drum machine he programmed 

on the spot.  Wright, eager to get out of the drug game, was determined to go into business with 237

Dre and open a hip-hop oriented record store. Yano told Wright he would be better off starting a 

record label with the adolescent DJ, and his dreams quickly pivoted.  But Dre was still too 238

preoccupied with his work with the Wreckin’ Cru to get involved.  

That is, until he found himself stranded in a jail cell. Wright had more than enough cash 

at hand—by some estimates, he had amassed more than half-a-million in today’s dollars—and 

promptly bailed out Dre.  The two swiftly developed a strong friendship.  Though during this 239 240

time Dre continued to work with Lonzo’s Wreckin’ Cru, he began developing more creative, 

underground hip-hop projects with Wright’s financial backing on the side.  In this context, 241

Wright established the hip-hop label Ruthless Records. Although it had no distributor, Ruthless 

had a strong relationship with Don McMillain’s vinyl-pressing joint, Macola.   242

237 Ibid. 
238 Westoff, Original Gangstas, 32.  
239 Jeff Chang, “ “The Last Days of Eazy E,” Swindle, Vol. 2, Oct. 25, 2007, accessed on May 4, 2020, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20071025012955/http://swindlemagazine.com/issue02/eazy-e/. 
240 Westoff, Original Gangstas, 33.  
241 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 61-62. 
242 Westhoff, Original Gangstas, 55. 
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Figure 22 - Eric Wright and Andre Young in 1991  243

 

With Dre and Wright now in partnership, Ice Cube was the missing piece. Once Wright, 

Ice Cube, and Dr. Dre had all met, the stage was set for the realization of the gangster rap 

revolution. Cube and Dre were determined to create music that exemplified their raw lyrical and 

musical talent, whereas Wright wanted to get out of the drug game and “do something right for a 

change instead of something wrong.”  Dre, in particular, was tired of Lonzo’s imposed 244

constraints on his music—he had been held back too long, and was now more motivated than 

ever to create something different he could call his own. All three, however, were united in a 

common goal: they wanted to make music they could relate to. Unlike the average record they 

heard on the radio, or the upbeat-techno vibe that Lonzo required of the Wreckin’ Cru, the three 

Compton natives yearned for a sound that was more applicable to their experience. Their primary 

influences? Ice-T and Schoolly D.   245

243 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 151. 
244 Westoff, Original Gangstas, 34.  
245 Rhyme & Reason. 
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It was with this in mind that Dr. Dre laid down a beat at the studio. The 808 was 

booming, vibrating in the shadows of a remarkably lyrical, high-pitched riff being played on a 

synthesizer. Dr. Dre wanted his music to be distinct—he wanted his sound to be individualized 

enough that anybody listening would know it was his beat. He wanted it to be gritty, yet soulful. 

He wanted people to be able to dance and drink to his music, but he also wanted people to hear 

the sounds of the streets that he came from. Most importantly, however, he wanted to make his 

car bounce.  This was LA, the car’s city.  Dre had his records mastered by Brian ‘Big Bass’ 246 247

Gardner, who, according to Compton-native producer DJ Quik, “put bass in your records. He just 

made it sound big and bassy, like ‘Ooooh.’....It was like getting a double cheeseburger for the 

price of a single cheeseburger. It was an extra patty and cheese.”  With Gardner’s help, Dre 248

placed bass and 808s at the heart of the revolutionary music’s new sound. The drum’s rhythm 

emphasized the second and fourth beat of each bar at a modest tempo of just eighty-eight beats 

per minute, giving the beat an unhurried feel with a deep pocket.  

As the unconcerned theme looped in the background, Cube convinced the others that he 

had the perfect song for it jotted down in his notebook. The opening line came as no surprise: it 

referenced the 1964 Chevy Impala so popular in Los Angeles’ South Central car clubs. At just 

sixteen, Cube titled his song “The Boyz-N-The Hood.” 

 

Cruisin’ down the street in my six-fo’ 
Jockin’ the bitches, slappin’ the hoes 
Went to the park to get the scoop 
Knuckleheads out there cold shootin’ some hoops  249

246 Jonathan Gold, “Twenty-seven years later, N.W.A still rubs a raw spot,” LA Times, Sep. 5, 2015, 
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/music/la-et-ms-nwa-compton-essay-20150905-story.html. 
247 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 100. 
248 Baker, The History of Gangster Rap, 32. 
249 Eazy E, “The Boyz-N-The Hood.” Ruthless Records, 1987, Vinyl.  
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Cube had written these lyrics after hearing Ice-T’s, “6 ‘N the Mornin.’”  He was so influenced 250

by the tune that he later described “The Boyz-N-The Hood” as “Part 2” of Ice-T’s 

groundbreaking gangster rap original. In fact, Ice Cube’s opening set of lyrics even rhymed with 

Ice-T’s:  

 

Six in the morning, police at my door 
Fresh adidas squeak across the bathroom floor  251

 

Not only was the rhyme the same (“six-fo’” and “my door”), but both songs offered a 

comparable sense of resolution. This stemmed from the fact that in both songs the number of 

syllables utilized in the final line was one greater of those found in the first line. For example, 

“Crusin’ down the street in my six-fo’” had nine syllables, whereas “Knuckleheads out there cold 

shootin’ some hoops” had ten syllables. Similarly, in “6 ‘N the Mornin’,” the increase was from 

ten to eleven syllables. When projected, the introductions were sonically, rhythmically, and 

lyrically congruent.  

Once Ice Cube showed Dr. Dre and Eric Wright the song, the two were immediately 

impressed. Wright paid Cube $200—and with the lyrics and the beat now ready, all they needed 

was a rapper. Dr. Dre brought the New York group Home Boys Only into the studio in 1986 (the 

group were visiting Los Angeles at the time), but despite Dre’s best efforts, the group refused to 

record the song. As New Yorkers, they didn’t understand any of the references—“They was like, 

250 @finallevel, “6 in the Morning… Cube said Boyz was Part 2,” Twitter, February 8, 2017, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://twitter.com/FINALLEVEL/status/829314686667603968. 
251 Ice-T, “6 In The Mornin’,” Track 1 on Dog’n The Wax (Ya Don’t Quit-Part II) / 6 In The Mornin’. Techno Hop 
Records, 1986, Vinyl. 
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what are you talking about? What’s a ‘six-four’?” Ice Cube later said. The group promptly quit 

the session and left the studio.  252

Famously, Dr. Dre didn’t want the pre-paid studio time to go to waste. But there was no 

vocalist to record—Ice Cube was performing with another group at the time, and refused to 

record as a solo artist. Dr. Dre had to work the boards. There was only one other option: Eric 

Wright. Though he had never rapped before, he had experience on the streets, a background that 

was in line with that of the character Cube had presented in his lyrics. The lyrics were inspired 

by 1980s South Central in all its glory—gun-wielding gangbangers, drug addicts and peddlers, 

prostitutes and pimps. But they were also written by O’Shea Jackson, a teenager who, rather than 

affiliate with a gang, had enrolled as an architectural drafting student at the Phoenix Institute of 

Technology.  In other words, these lyrics, typical of early gangster rap, were not literal recounts 253

of life on the street—rather, they were simply inspired by it. Nonetheless, whoever rapped the 

song had to own its lyrics. Eric Wright fit the bill, and after much persuasion, he agreed to record 

the song.  Wright had an absurdly high-pitched voice and a total lack of experience on the mic. 254

This made the recording process arduous and protracted, and Dr. Dre had to record Eric 

line-by-line. Eventually, Dre painstakingly spliced Eric’s vocals, keeping only the best takes. At 

the end of the session, they listened to the final product. Ice Cube turned to Dre, jaw open, and 

said, “You turned this dude into a rapper!”  That rapper was Eazy E.  255

 

252 Westhoff, Original Gangstas, 52-53.  
253 Smith, Encyclopedia of African American Business, 403.  
254 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 74. 
255 Westhoff, Original Gangstas, 53.  
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Figure 23 - An early pressing of “The Boyz-N-The-Hood”  256

 

Shortly afterwards, Dr. Dre and Eazy put the record on a cassette and went to meet 

KDAY’s Greg Mack, the legendary radio programmer who brought underground Los Angeles 

hip-hop to the airwaves. They played him the song, he commented on its profanity, and, a day 

later, he received a more cleaned up version of the track at the station. After playing the radio 

edit on air, Mack noticed immediate interest from listeners in South Central: “It was our 

number-one most requested record, right away.”  Due to Macola’s unfortunate lack of adequate 257

bookkeeping, it is unclear exactly how many records Eazy E managed to sell in those first few 

months, but some figures estimate more than 500,000 may have been sold in South Central 

alone.  “The Boyz-N-The Hood” was an experiment—Dre, Cube, and Eazy E had worked 258

together as a trio for the first time, in the process turning Eric Wright into both Ruthless Records’ 

256 “Eazy E* - The Boyz-N-The Hood,” Discogs, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://www.discogs.com/Eazy-E-The-Boyz-N-The-Hood/release/220896. 
257 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 75.  
258 Hilburn, “Beyond the Rage.”  
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principal financier and talent. They had dipped their toes into gangster rap, and the water was 

warm.  

Riding the popularity of his first single, Eazy chased further glory. He wanted the success 

of both his label and his budding solo career to snowball. Having collaborated with Ice Cube and 

Dr. Dre on his first single, Eazy proposed that the three start a hip-hop group together. At the 

time both Cube and Dre were open to the opportunity. Ice Cube was close to finishing his studies 

in Arizona and Dr. Dre was ready to leave Lonzo’s Wreckin’ Cru. Together they formed the 

foundation of the group before bringing in four other musicians. Dre’s quit Lonzo’s Wreckin’ 

Cru, and brought DJ Yella with him. With many eager to be a part of Eazy’s vision, other local 

musicians such as Lorenzo Patterson (MC Ren), Tracy Curry (The D.O.C.), and Kim Nazel 

(Arabian Prince) were easily recruited.  Now all the group needed was a name.  259

Hip-hop’s group name trends were dominated by New York acts, who represented the 

genre’s mecca. Following the shooting of Boogie Down Productions’s DJ Scott La Rock in 

1987, KRS-One started the “Stop the Violence Movement,” which inspired a wave of socially 

conscious rap acts.  Groups such as A Tribe Called Quest and De La Soul rose to prominence 260

during this era, their music introverted and jazz-inspired. Sticking true to the fundamentally 

insubordinate nature of gangster rap, Eazy E decided to name his group N***az With Attitude, 

or N.W.A for short.  According to critic and author Gerrick D. Kennedy, “Calling themselves 

N***az With Attitude was a direct exploitation of [white] fear. The thought was flippant and 

simple: You think we are n***as, we will be the n***as you fear.”  Prompted by a news 261

259 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 76. 
260 AllHipHop, “KRS-One Relaunching Stop the Violence Movement; Enlists Superstar Rappers,” October 18, 2007, 
https://www.themaven.net/allhiphop/news/krs-one-relaunching-stop-the-violence-movement-enlists-superstar-rappe
rs-0Y9LFPfogU26X6UzV7cgZw. 
261 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 79-80.  
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journalist as to explain why he chose the name, Eazy shrugged: “It’s a part of my everyday 

language, you know.”   262

Now assembled, N.W.A needed a medium to disseminate their music. Eazy’s “The 

Boyz-N-The Hood,” had done incredibly well in South Central, but he knew he did not have the 

means to bring in a larger outside audience. As the second part of Ice-T’s “6 ‘N the Mornin,’” it 

was only fitting that the record would meet the same barriers Ice-T had faced. Crucially, 

however, Eazy E knew how to conduct business, and was wise enough to recognize that Ruthless 

Records needed a general manager, a distinctive new song, and a distribution deal in order to 

expand its audience and take gangster rap to the next level.  

 

 
Figure 24 - From left: Arabian Prince, Jerry Heller, Eazy E, Dr. Dre, DJ Yella  263

 
 

262 RuthlessEazyE5150, “Eazy-E - The N Word Rare Interview.” YouTube, June 30, 2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaF6uF6ofWg. 
 
263 Westoff, Original Gangstas, 150. 
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Enter Jerry Heller. Born in 1940, Heller was only slightly taller in height than the short 

Eazy E yet he stood in stark contrast to his future business partner. Whereas Eazy rocked jehri 

curls, denim, and a gold chain, Heller was a middle-aged white man with silver hair and a 

buttoned-up shirt. By 1988, Jerry Heller had ensconced himself in the music business as a 

respected booking agent. The agency he had founded himself, Heller-Fischel, had at one point 

boasted a star-studded roster that included the likes of The Who, Van Morrison, Marvin Gaye, 

and Journey. Heller booked national tours for a multitude of enormously successful acts during 

the sixties and seventies and had developed an admirable reputation. In April 1974, Billboard 

magazine featured an article on the agent, touting his achievements: “Heller’s 4-year-old Beverly 

Hills agency bookings grossed $1.9 million during its first year, $3.7 million the second and $5.8 

the third.”  But by the mid-eighties he was ready for a new challenge. He needed one—he was 264

practically bankrupt by 1987, having spiraled out of control after a messy divorce made worse by 

a disruptive cocaine addiction. Nonetheless, he had continued to manage some groups on the 

side. Lonzo’s Wreckin’ Cru and Cube’s C.I.A. were both signed to his roster. In fact, it was 

Lonzo who introduced Eazy to Heller.  265

On the morning of March 3, 1987, Eazy E and MC Ren arrived at Macola Records to 

meet the down-and-out manager. They drove in style—Eazy E’s  candy pink 1986 Suzuki 

Samurai was known throughout South Central. In that first meeting, the social and racial divide 

between manager and talent was the elephant in the room. Eazy later told Heller that he was the 

264 Nat Freedland, “Jerry Heller’s Agency Books Rock Acts in $alable Packages,” Billboard, April 27, 1974, 16. 
https://books.google.com/books?id=dAkEAAAAMBAJ&pg=PT15&dq=jerry+heller&hl=en&sa=X&ei=9tULUsCn
Bai4yAHv74D4Aw&ved=0CDkQ6AEwAg#v=onepage&q=jerry%20heller&f=false. 
265Ben Westoff, “Jerry Heller, Early N.W.A Manager, Dies at 75,” Billboard, September 3, 2016, 
https://www.billboard.com/articles/news/7495967/jerry-heller-early-nwa-manager-dies-at-75. 
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first white person he had spoken to “that wasn’t trying to collect rent or arrest me.”  266

Nonetheless, Eazy was not turned off by Heller: “People callin’ me, askin’ me, ‘Why you got a 

white man as your manager?’ It’s like, when I was lookin’ for a manager, I closed my fuckin’ 

eyes and I said, ‘I want the best.’ Jerry happened to be the best.”  Though Jerry had a renowned 267

track record, he needed a reason to believe in the relatively unknown Eazy E, N.W.A, and 

Ruthless Records. So he asked the young rapper to play him a record. In Macola’s conference 

room, Eazy’s “The Boyz-N-The Hood” boomed through the speakers:  

 

‘Cause the boys in the hood are always hard 
You come talkin’ that trash we’ll pull your card 
Knowin’ nothin’ in life but to be legit 
Don’t quote me boy, ‘cause I ain’t sayin’ shit.  268

 

Heller was blown away by Eazy E’s solo work. It reminded him of the great anti-establishment, 

amateur punk rock acts he had heard decades earlier. But what about the group had Eazy 

mentioned? What was it called? Eazy replied: N.W.A. In a response that made Eazy laugh, 

Heller asked if the acronym stood for “No Whites Allowed.” But after hearing the group’s 

earliest recordings—“Dope Man,” and “8-Ball”—he was utterly convinced by Eazy’s vision. 

Without hesitation, he immediately signed on as Ruthless Records’ general manager.   269

Eazy and the group now needed a new hit record and a distribution deal. The group could 

handle the music, but it was Heller’s job to find a way to spread it. After taking a demo to 

Capitol Records’ label head Joe Smith, Heller was turned away. Smith described the tape as 

266 Dave Brooks, “Let’s Be Real About Jerry Heller,” Amplify, September 6, 2016, 
http://www.ampthemag.com/the-real/lets-real-jerry-heller/. 
267 Westhoff, “Jerry Heller.”  
268 Eazy E, “The Boyz-N-The-Hood.”  
269 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 84.  
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“garbage,” asking Heller: “Tell me who is going to play it? No radio station in the world.”  270

Smith passed on the opportunity but offered to buy the rights to the label’s name instead. Similar 

situations confronted Heller at other distributors as well, who cited Cube’s vulgar and violent 

lyrics as cause for concern.  

But as Heller grew increasingly frustrated, hip-hop began to enter the mainstream. While 

Dr. Dre worked tirelessly behind the boards to produce N.W.A’s first album, Americans grew 

increasingly familiar with hip-hop and its various pockets sprouting all over the United States. 

An underground movement no longer, hip-hop was now on television.  

Until the late-1980s, Music Television (MTV) had an effective ban on black artists, and 

typically only featured black performers during late-night hours. Even Michael Jackson was 

largely excluded from the channel.  But in May 1988 that all changed when a young producer 271

at MTV named Peter Dougherty proposed that the network do a rap show. Doughtery, a 

frequenter of New York’s underground nightclub scene, impressed executive producer Ted 

Demme, who supported the idea. Demme suggested that Dougherty scout upcoming rapper Fab 

5 Freddy for the show’s pilot. According to Demme, Freddy was “articulate and street” and 

“knew the whole [hip-hop] culture.”  Approaching his thirtieth birthday, Freddy was a 272

contemporary of artists such as Michel Basquiat and Keith Haring, and was known for his role in 

bringing black uptown artists who were pioneering hip-hop culture to inquisitorial white art 

crowds downtown. A few months after Doughtery offered Freddy the gig, MTV released the 

pilot episode of Yo! MTV Raps, network TV’s first major rap television show. Though the 

270 Ibid, 95.  
271 Havelock Nelson and Michael A. Gonzales, Bring The Noise: A Guide to Rap Music and Hip-Hop Culture (New 
York: Three Rivers Press, 1991), xiv.  
272 Ibid. 
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episode only featured New York acts such as Run-DMC, L.L. Cool J, and the Fat Boys, the 

series was well-received by national audiences. MTV quickly moved to expand the show to a 

regular time slot, and Fab 5 Freddy got to work interviewing and featuring rap artists and groups 

across the country, granting those outside of hip-hop’s mecca valuable national exposure.   273

 

 
Figure 25 - Fab 5 Freddy visiting N.W.A in Compton  274

 

As an underground and highly location-based movement, hip-hop had limited reach. Artists 

typically struggled to find audiences outside of their immediate locale, as mediums such as AM 

radio and swap-meets were their only means of dispersing their music. Yo! MTV Raps changed 

that. Most importantly, the new platform opened the eyes of America’s youth to the new genre. 

Often interviewing hip-hop’s latest acts on the road or in their own communities, Fab 5 Freddy 

gave his audience an unadulterated image of what it meant to be a rapper. In the process, he 

exposed his viewers to the people behind the characters they presented in their lyrics. And in 

273 Ibid. 
274 “N.W.A. alongside Fab 5 Freddy on an MTV television show in Compton,” Capital Xtra, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://www.capitalxtra.com/features/lists/throwback-nwa-pictures/mtv-show-compton/. 
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many cases, Freddy emphasized the diversity of the many different lifestyles of black urban 

youth. In a deeply segregated United States, many white Americans were unable to appreciate 

the experiences recounted by many hip-hop artists.  Yo! MTV Raps offered them an opportunity 275

to better understand hip-hop’s cultural roots. According to Freddy, “It opened up a lot of 

people’s ears and minds to some really mind-boggling shit. I mean, I once saw this little white 

girl doing the dance the Running Man. I asked her how she learned to do that. She told me, 

‘MTV!’”   Andre Brown, once a cohost of the show, described its role in expanding hip-hop’s 276

audience into white communities: “We’re marketing black culture to white people,” he once 

said.  In this sense, Yo! MTV Raps was a crucial medium in realizing the gangster rap 277

revolution—it exposed Americans to the regional diversity that was coming to define hip-hop 

culture.  

As the show took off, Eazy E, Dr. Dre, Ice Cube and the rest of N.W.A continued to work 

on their debut album. Having only laid down a few tracks, there was still much work to be done, 

and the group looked to Ice Cube for lyrical inspiration. Almost a decade after crack had first hit 

Los Angeles, the drug had devastated Compton. Gangs fought over territory, seaking to 

monopolize the narcotics market. Reagan’s retaliatory War on Drugs criminalized many young 

black men in South Central, and further worsened black residents’ relationships with the LAPD. 

During this period, young African American men in South Central were regularly 

subjected to random breaches of their civil rights, and police brutality and racism was so 

common they became the norm.  Though increasingly celebrated across Los Angeles, as black 278

275 Rhyme & Reason.  
276 Havelock and Gonzalez, Bring The Noise, xv. 
277 Newsweek Staff, “Rap and Race,” Newsweek, June 28, 1992, https://www.newsweek.com/rap-and-race-199550. 
278 DJ Yella, “L.A. Riots at 25: N.W.A’s DJ Yella Reflects on ‘Crazy, Heartbreaking’ Scene,” Rolling Stone, April 
28, 2017, 
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men, the members of N.W.A were not exempt from such treatment. 1987 saw Dr. Dre, Eazy E, 

and DJ Yella violently thrown against a wall by LAPD officers, who stopped-and-frisked the 

musicians in front of the recording studio. They had done nothing to prompt such a search.  Ice 279

Cube was victim to similar experiences himself. In response, he weaponized his pen, and wrote a 

hook for a new song he titled “Fuck the police.” 

Cube immediately brought the hook to Dre, who disapproved of its lyrics, seeing them as 

too political for listeners he believed were more interested in drinking and partying than 

protesting police brutality.  According to Cube, Dre “didn’t want to use it. He didn’t want no 280

songs talking about the police. He said that nobody gave a fuck about that...”  But in 1980s 281

South Central, Dre was unable to escape police violence, and after yet another traumatic run-in 

with the LAPD, he quickly changed his mind.  282

So he laid down a beat. The producer who had once labeled himself the “Master of 

Mixology” layered more than eight samples over the course of the six minute track. These 

samples were far different than those he had utilized in his work for the Wreckin’ Cru. Whereas 

Lonzo had a dancey techno vision for his group, Dre had full reign to do as he pleased with 

N.W.A and Ruthless Records. He wanted to create a grittier and more menacing sound. 

Ironically, the young producer’s primary influence was still his mother’s record collection. On 

this particular beat, this was obvious. And by combining the soul and funk records from his 

schoolboy days with the sirens, gunshot effects, and roaring drum machines so often heard on the 

https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/l-a-riots-at-25-n-w-as-dj-yella-reflects-on-crazy-heartbreaking-sce
ne-195421/.  
279 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 93-94.  
280 Ibid, 96.  
281 Soren, The History of Gangster Rap, 38.  
282 Dre and Eazy had guns put to their heads by LAPD officers after they shot paintballs at passerbys. (Kennedy, 
Parental Discretion, 96).  
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streets of Compton, Dre effectively laid down the soundtrack of his life. With the beat finalized 

and the lyrics written, N.W.A were ready to record the song that would define their career and 

launch gangster rap to global recognition. Cube’s lyrics were used in the track’s title, which, due 

to censorship issues, had to be printed as “_ _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks).” 

The song opened with a sample from Marva Whitney’s “It’s My Thing” (1969). It’s 

slightly slowed down, and, as a result, the pitch is lowered—a precursor to Houston’s famous 

early-2000s chopped and screwed DJ technique.  While the sample looped in the background, 283

Eazy E, Dr. Dre, and Ice Cube performed a skit, marking the first time one was used in a driving 

portion of a song.  The parodic scene brought a cinematic element to the music, and listeners 284

were able to picture themselves in a courtroom witnessing the trial of “N.W.A versus the Police 

Department”: 

Dr. Dre: Right about now, N.W.A court is in full effect, Judge Dre             
presiding in the case of N.W.A versus the Police Department.          
Prosecuting Attorneys are MC Ren, Ice Cube, and        
Eazy-motherfucking-E. Order, order, order! Ice Cube, take the        
motherfucking stand. Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole           
truth and nothing but the truth to help your black ass? 
 
Ice Cube: You goddamn right! 
 
Dr. Dre: Well, won’t you tell everybody what the fuck you gotta            
say?  285

 

Suddenly, the music and vocals cut for a four-beat scratch break…  

 
Chicka-chicka-chicka-chicka 
1 2 3 4 

283 The Chopped and Screwed DJ technique was pioneered by hip-hop martyr DJ Screw, who died of an overdose in 
2000. The technique involves the DJ slowing down a song between 60 and 70 BPM whilst scratching and 
“chopping” up segments of the song live. 
284 Soren, The History of Gangster Rap, 39.  
285 “_ _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks).” 
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On the first beat of the next bar, a high-pitched squeal of a hit ruptures through the speakers, 

taken from the fifth minute of soul-singer Wilson Pickett’s “Get Me Back on Time, Engine #9” 

(1970). At the same time, Dre looped the sped-up breakbeat from pop band Fancy’s 1974 track 

“Feel Good” over a groovy guitar sample from Roy Ayers Ubiquity’s “The Boogie Back” 

(1974). But to cut through the high-pitched hits and classically seventies funk grooves? Who 

better than Ice Cube: 

 

FUCK the police comin’ straight from the underground 
A young n***a got it bad ‘cause I’m brown 
And not the other color 
So police think they have the authority to kill a minority!  286

 

As the opening skit takes place in a courtroom, it was only appropriate that Cube’s opening line 

was a seathing indictment. Cube put so much emphasis on his opening word listeners could 

almost hear spit hit the mic. His passion—his shear distaste for the LAPD—was clear in his 

voice. At the time of recording, the phrase as “fuck the police” was pratically unheard of in 

popular music. But according to Cube, it resonated with people: “That song right there 

separate[d] us because that’s something everybody wanted to say, much more than bitch, hoe, 

pussy, and all the other nasty words on [the album]. That phrase right there is something the 

whole world had been wanting to say.”  In attacking the police, the group attacked a symbol of 287

the oppressive government they had grown up with. In a 1991 interview with The Source, Ice 

Cube argued, “It’s like fuck Uncle Sam. We just narrowed it down to the police. Because the 

286 Ibid. 
287 Soren, The History of Gangster Rap, 43. 
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Black kid out there don’t give a fuck about who’s mayor or who’s governor or who’s the 

president….The only piece of government they see is police.”  Though Cube’s lyrics operated 288

from a South Central perspective, its anti-establishment rhetoric resonated with people from a 

multitude of backgrounds. 

Throughout the song, members of N.W.A continued to attack the police with profanity, 

depicting themselves as hardened criminals who were willing and up to the task. The song was 

as political as it was violent, purposeful and yet problematic, forward-thinking yet misogynistic. 

In other words, the track was not simply a work of black nationalists. There was a distinctly 

gangster flavor, a flavor first put on wax by a pimp who called himself Ice-T. N.W.A had taken it 

to a new level, turning up the heat on gangster rap’s undeniably controversial anti-police 

message. In doing so, they positioned themselves as revolutionaries not only within the genre but 

within the political atmosphere of the late eighties, sending a message that was destined to 

resonate with people struggling against the status-quo everywhere. The group had put their 

middle fingers up to the police and had done so proudly, illustrating their fierce willpower and 

encouraging their fans to do the same. This only served to bolster the authenticity of their public 

image.  

Though East Coast acts such as KRS-One and Public Enemy were standing for pro-black, 

anti-white supremacy political perspectives at the time, they were not so aggressive in their 

approach. It would be another five years until KRS-One released their iconic anti-police anthem, 

“Sound Of Da Police” (1993).  N.W.A had brought the future to the present, and for the first 289

time, hip-hop’s principal influencers were located outside of New York’s five boroughs.  

288 Yusuf and Lee, Fight the Power, 256.  
289 KRS-One, “Sound of Da Police,” track 7 on Return Of The Boom Bap, Jive Records, 1993, compact disc.  
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They did so with style—donned out in all black, the group regularly sported Oakland 

Raider caps. At the time, the Raiders were the most notorious NFL team, famed for its bad-boy 

image.  The team’s crest—a pirate with an eye patch in front of two crossed swords—made for 290

a threatening picture. N.W.A bolstered their revolutionary look by associating themselves with 

the Raiders, which, according to Ice Cube, resonated with fans across the country: “We’d go to 

the Foot Locker in K.C. and it would be Chiefs shit all on the rack and all the Raiders gear would 

be gone.”  291

 

 
Figure 26 - The 1988 album cover for “Straight Outta Compton”   292

290 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 100.  
291 Westhoff, Original Gangstas, 87; K.C. here stands for Kansas City. The Kansas City Chiefs are the local NFL 
team there. 
292 “N.W.A* - Straight Outta Compton.” Discogs. Accessed May 4, 2020. 
https://www.discogs.com/NWA-Straight-Outta-Compton/master/26117.  
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After working for just six weeks, and spending only $8,000, N.W.A released “_ _ _ _ Tha 

Police (Fill In The Blanks)” as part of their debut album, Straight Outta Compton in August 

1988.  The album, taking its name after its title track—another hard-hitting, soul-infused, 293

controversial song—was immediately met with local success, much like Eazy E’s record. The 

album’s cover pictured all of the group members—even Arabian Prince, who had left the group 

during the album’s recording—looking down at the camera in a Los Angeles alleyway. The shot, 

taken from the ground, operated from the perspective of somebody being jumped by the group. 

The members looked down on the camera, unsmiling, as Eazy E, donned in his Oakland Raiders 

cap, pointed a black revolver at the camera (Figure 26).At the top of the cover, scrawled in 

blood-red typeface, a bold “N.W.A” announced the group’s arrival. Clearly, this was a group that 

wanted to be taken seriously.  

Despite the album’s completion, however, Jerry Heller was still struggling to find a 

distributor for the group he believed in so much. On a last ditch effort, Heller visited the 

independent Priority Records. Home of the then famous “California Raisins,” a group that were, 

quite literally, composed of raisins. The group’s fame stemmed from their R & B renditions of 

Marvin Gaye and commercial placements. With Priority’s help, the group had sold more than 

two-million family-friendly units by 1988.   294

Perhaps Priority gravitated towards signing unusual artists, for when Eazy E, the former 

crack dealer who now purported profanity-laden records for a living, propped up his Jordan 

293 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 102.  
294 Associated Press, “Dancing Raisins Stay on Top of List of Favorite Commercials, Survey Says,” LA Times, Feb. 
24, 1989, https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1989-02-24-fi-240-story.html; Suzanne Raga, “The California 
Raisins: How A Bunch of Dried Grapes Became A Hit Band,” Mental Floss, March 29, 2017, 
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/92643/california-raisins-how-bunch-dried-grapes-became-hit-band. 
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sneakers on Priority’s conference room table, the label signed on to distribute Ruthless Records. 

This took some persuasion, as the first bar on the album certainly raised some eyebrows: 

 

Straight outta Compton, crazy motherfucker named Ice Cube 
From the gang called N***az With Attitudes  295

 

But after seeing the group perform live at Reseda’s Sherman Square Roller Rink, the 

label was convinced. By that point, Eazy E had already distributed some of the group’s newest 

tracks across South Central, and “_ _ _ _ Tha Police” had become an instant hit. Priority Records 

watched on as Dr. Dre, Ice Cube, Eazy E and the rest of N.W.A turned the venue upside-down 

when performing the tune. Shortly after the concert, Jerry Heller negotiated a deal with Priority, 

a favorable deal that had “major-label clout with effective indie distribution,” he later said.  296

Finally signed to a distributor with a serious reputation, N.W.A had access to the medium 

they needed to take gangster rap to the world stage. Though Ice-T had essentially created LA 

gangster rap with his record “6 ‘N the Mornin’,” N.W.A had taken the blueprint and created a 

complex, visionary product. In doing so, they put their core group members’ talents on full 

display. Often with the help of the D.O.C. and MC Ren, O’Shea Jackson, the studious 

architectural drafting student, produced a volume of extraordinary lyrics that told a dramatized 

story of a gangster’s life in Compton. Jackson recalibrated the accepted role of the pop vocalist, 

all in an ineffably rhythmic and poetic fashion. Andre Young, the mother’s-boy-turned-producer, 

put Jackson’s lyrics in a sonic context, creating a soundscape of 1980s South Central LA. 

Gunshots and all, Dre’s production seemed keen to return to the early seventies—the time when 

295 N.W.A, “Straight Outta Compton,” track 1 on Straight Outta Compton, Priority Records, 1988, Vinyl.  
296 Kennedy, Parental Discretion, 105-106.  
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his mother’s favorite albums were recorded, and when joblessness, narcotics, and gang violence 

did not define everyday life in Compton. But the man who put it all together was Eric Wright, 

the wealthy hustler with a high-pitched voice who drove a candy-pink SUV. Whereas Ice-T 

stumbled into gangster rap, Eric Wright had a clear vision for his label and an uncanny ability to 

identify raw musical talent. Nonetheless, he could not have foreseen that he would become the 

face of gangster rap. Despite having never touched a microphone, Wright quickly became one of 

hip-hop’s most influential rappers. In perhaps the movement’s greatest irony, the authentic 

gangster, Eazy E, did not write any of his own lyrics and was not a rapper at all.  

Immediately, Straight Outta Compton was a tremendous success, and generated a global 

response. In just six weeks N.W.A sold more than half of a million copies of their debut record. 

It went platinum in less than a year—a particularly remarkable feat seeing as MTV refused to air 

the group’s music video for “Straight Outta Compton.”  Despite initially being seen as a major 297

setback, the exclusion was quickly seen as a contributing factor to the group’s mystique and 

validity.  Nonetheless, the group was essentially ratified by MTV, as they were regularly 298

interviewed on Yo! MTV Raps, at one point even taking Fab 5 Freddy on a tour of Compton and 

its swap meets in 1989, their first appearance on a nationally televised platform.   299

297 Kory Grow, “N.W.A’s ‘Straight Outta Compton’: 12 Things You Didn’t Know,” Rolling Stone , August 8, 2018, 
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/n-w-as-straight-outta-compton-12-things-you-didnt-know-707207. 
298 Viator, To Live and Defy in LA, 203.  
299 bacnthaday, “Ice Cube-NWA with Fab 5 Freddy,” YouTube, June 8, 2010, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCkAhMgotxY. 
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Figure 27 - The letter N.W.A received from the FBI  300

 

The greatest endorsement of the group came in the form of a critical letter. As “_ _ _ _ 

Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks)” made waves across the country, increasingly finding young 

audiences in white suburban communities, government officials’ anxiety increased. The 

controversial nature of the lyrics, in particular, though similar to that of white heavy metal acts at 

the time, was perceived as a threat to society.  In the eyes of both local and federal police, “_ _ 301

_ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks)” constituted a grave threat to officers’ safety. In late 1988, 

during the group’s first tour, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) unsuccessfully attempted 

to establish a national and local coalition against the group and their tour dates. In response, FBI 

Assistant Direct Milt Ahlerich authored a letter to the group. According to Jerry Heller, however, 

300 “Exhibits_Rockhall_NWA,” Newseum, December 20, 2019, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://www.newseum.org/exhibits_rockhall_nwa/. 
301 Westoff, Original Gangstas, 137.  
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this “single pissed-off bureaucrat with a bully pulpit,” falsely purported to represent the FBI.  302

Nonetheless, Ahlerich sent the letter, in which he claimed, “Law enforcement officers dedicate 

their lives to the protection of our citizens, and recordings such as the one from N.W.A are both 

discouraging and degrading to these brave, dedicated officers” (Figure 27). The letter was widely 

circulated, and generated national coverage for the group.  N.W.A were now deemed so 303

dangerous—so revolutionary—as to warrant a letter from the FBI itself. They were now known 

as “the rappers the FBI tried to silence, the group the police messed with.”  Many felt as though 304

the music was misogynistic—Mary “Tipper” Gore’s Parent Resource Music Center attacked the 

group for its use of profanities and violent language directed towards women. But according to 

Ice Cube, this was just another obstacle that bolstered their success: “Tipper Gore. The FBI. 

Man, we were tangling with some of the biggest power entities out there. And we still didn’t 

crack.”  In fact, the opposite occurred: the reaction to the new music directly contributed to its 305

success.  

Four years later, Los Angeles witnessed the worst riot in the city’s history since 1965. 

The chaos began in South Central, where a violent reaction to the acquittal of four white LAPD 

officers accused of severe misconduct and racial abuse exploded. Public interest in the case 

stemmed primarily from the fact that the Rodney King beating was caught on video, repeatedly 

broadcasted on television. The racial politics central to the event were seen by many, including 

302 Heller and Reavill, Ruthless, 141-143.  
303 Westhoff, Original Gangstas, 99. 
304 Viator, To Live and Defy in LA, 227. 
305 Billboard Staff, “N.W.A Reminisce About Tangling With the FBI and Tipper Gore: ‘It Made Us Stronger’,” 
August 13, 2015, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/the-juice/6663773/nwa-on-fbi-tipper-gore-pmrc-straight-outta-compton
-video. 
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journalists, as directly related to N.W.A and their record, “_ _ _ _ Tha Police.”  In other words, 306

the hook that Ice Cube had once written in his notebook was now perceived as the soundtrack to 

one of the decade’s most covered rebellions. In its purest form, this was revolutionary music.  

But what exactly about gangster rap was so revolutionary? The defining characteristics of 

the new subgenre proved its greatest influence. Rather than simply build off of the trends at the 

time, gangster rap took New York’s hip-hop and practically flipped it on its head. Ice-T, the 

genre’s first pioneer, stayed true to hip-hop’s rhythmic poetry and track sampling, but both the 

content of his lyrics and the production that backed him were significantly dissimilar to that of 

his New York predecessors. The pimp turned rapper effectuated the gangster rap revolution by 

creating the subgenre’s first song, and paved the way for future artists by establishing strong 

relationships with mediums such as Greg Mack’s KDAY Radio and Don McMillain’s Macola 

Records. Though a pioneer, Ice-T was limited by his own abilities and time itself—he was 

simply too early to benefit from the national recognition hip-hop received upon the release of Yo! 

MTV Raps. His most valuable contribution was the space he created in Los Angeles: he 

demonstrated to local youth that a young man, embroiled in crime in LA’s South Central, could 

still make art that resonated with people. As Ice-T put it, he showed his community “that a 

brother like myself, without givin’ in to the Man, can make it, and that means they can make 

it...‘cause you did it with your hat turned back, tellin’ America to kiss your fuckin’ ass.”  307

N.W.A entered that space and took gangster rap to the national stage, where their 

exposure left a lasting impact on popular culture. Eazy E led the group to global stardom, at first 

as a talented narcotics dealer, then a record label executive, and finally, a lyricist who served as 

306 Hilburn, “Beyond the Rage.” 
307 Rhyme & Reason. 
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the face of the revolution. He was a skilled businessman who knew how to take full advantage of 

the mediums first utilized by Ice-T. But he also knew how to bring in crucial help when needed, 

at first collaborating with Jerry Heller, and later, Priority Records. N.W.A’s fame, however, was 

not their only contribution to the gangster rap revolution. Thanks to the likes of Dr. Dre and Ice 

Cube, a more raw, controversial, and polished gangster rap was delivered to the public. The 

extraordinarily advanced production and iconic lyrical wordplay that defined Straight Outta 

Compton and its “_ _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks)” completely recalibrated hip-hop 

culture. Before N.W.A, musicians and creatives were restricted by what they could and could not 

say on the radio or on television, but with the enormous success of the group’s debut album, that 

changed suddenly. In other words, N.W.A caused popular culture to suddenly pivot, removing all 

the barriers that until that point restricted musicians’ creative impulses. As Ice Cube famously 

noted, “It’s the world before N.W.A, and the world after N.W.A.”   308

Similarly, gangster rap divided Los Angeles into two cities. Before the new sound went 

global, Los Angeles was seen as little more than the place the glitz and glam of Hollywood 

called home. Once “_ _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks)” hit the shelves, however, suddenly 

the world now had an opportunity to see another side of the City of Angels. Though the 

revolution initially spurred a distasteful reaction— one that failed to appreciate the music as art, 

more than its lyrics’ surface-level meaning—gangster rap eventually afforded many South 

Central locals the luxury of inclusivity, of at least being seen, by those who lived outside of its 

borders. According to DJ Yella, being seen is what N.W.A was all about: “Straight Outta 

Compton was a direct response to being harassed….Back then, everybody knew what to do, but 

308 Billboard, “Khendrick Lamar sits down with N.W.A (FULL EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW),” YouTube, August 13, 
2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJyss8iTWVw. 
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[N.W.A] had the balls to say it. That album was real, so different and so unheard of at the 

time….A quarter of a century later, that album is still a voice for people in the ghetto.”  309

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

309 DJ Yella, “L.A. Riots at 25.” 
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CONCLUSION 

 

“If you don’t live it, it won’t come out of your horn.” 
—Charlie Parker  310

 

At the time of this writing, Roddy Ricch’s single “The Box” has spent twenty weeks on 

Billboard’s Hot 100 chart, having ruled over it for eleven weeks in the number one spot. 

Released on December 6, 2019, the record is now double platinum, having sold more than one 

million units and received over a billion streams in the United States alone.  “The Box” opens 311

with the following lyrics:  

 

Pullin’ out the coupe at the lot 
Told ‘em “Fuck 12, fuck SWAT”  312

 

Roddy Ricch was born in Compton, California, in October 1998, more than ten years 

after the release of N.W.A’s “_ _ _ _ Tha Police (Fill In The Blanks).” Clearly, the group’s 

influence remains. The rappers of today continue to follow N.W.A’s footsteps by criticizing the 

status quo and putting their fingers up at the police, all while driving a nice car.  

In December 1989, chief popular music critic at the New York Times, Jon Pareles, said 

of N.W.A, “In all their irresponsibility, [their] songs illuminate tensions that wouldn't go away if 

the band were silenced.”  Roddy Ricch’s record serves to prove this argument, now almost 313

310 Robert George Reisner, Bird: The Legend of Charlie Parker (New York: Da Capo Press, 1977), 27. 
311 Billboard, The Hot 100, Week of May 2, 2020, https://bit.ly/3fhLgZm. 
312 Roddy Ricch, “The Box,” track 2 on Please Excuse Me For Being Antisocial, Atlantic Records, 2019, digital. 
313 John Pareles, “Outlaw Rock: More Skirmishes on the Censorship Front,” New York Times, December 10, 1989, 
https://www.nytimes.com/1989/12/10/arts/outlaw-rock-more-skirmishes-censorship-front-pop-view-more-skirmishe
s-censorship.html. 
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thirty-two years later. Perhaps N.W.A were so influential and so abnormally revolutionary that 

since then, no act has been able to override their dominance. Or perhaps their approach to art 

remains relevant today because the issues that they spoke out against continue to exist.  

Over the course of four chapters, this thesis has presented a historical narrative by which 

revolutionary music can be defined, all through the lens of the artists who created them. From 

Count Basie’s Kansas City, to Charlie Parker’s 52nd Street, to Ice-T’s Crenshaw and, finally, 

N.W.A’s Compton, we have seen how specific locations and the conditions that characterize 

them play an enormously important role in spurring on these revolutions. 

In Kansas City, Missouri, a young pianist by the name of William “Count” Basie learned 

the blues, honed in on his craft at a local movie theater, before absorbing all the tenets essential 

to Kansas City jazz as a member of Bennie Moten’s Orchestra. It was in Kansas City that Basie 

stumbled upon the Reno Club, where he created a culture that emphasized free expression in 

jazz, stressing the music and not the frills. In the Reno Club’s back alley, amongst the smokers 

and prostitutes, musicians and drunks, the young Charlie Parker began his musical career. Taking 

the lessons he learned at the Reno with him, Parker left Kansas City at the end of the Pendergast 

era for New York’s 52nd Street, where he created an entirely new form of jazz so 

unconventional that it bore little resemblance to anything that came before it.  

And in Los Angeles, California, Tracy Marrow, or Ice-T, initiated the gangster rap 

revolution in 1986, when he released “6 ‘N the Mornin’.” Taking elements from the likes of 

Toddy Tee, Philadelphia’s Schoolly D, and author Iceberg Slim, Ice-T created a raw new sound 

that combined elements of LA’s techno scene with the language of author and pimp Iceberg 

Slim. Ice-T pioneered LA’s gangster rap scene by creating its first record and was the first to 
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successfully utilize mediums such as Macola Records and KDAY Radio. “6 ‘N the Mornin’” 

became the major source of inspiration for young lyricist O’Shea Jackson, also known as Ice 

Cube, who wrote the lyrics of Eazy E’s “The Boyz-n-the-Hood” as “Part 2” of Ice-T’s seminal 

work. Eventually, Ice Cube, Eazy E, and producer Dr. Dre would bring the gangster rap 

revolution mainstream, enabled by their remarkable talent. Dr. Dre, for example, was a highly 

skilled producer who, for the group’s debut album Straight Outta Compton, created a sound 

mosaic so resourceful and complex that it gorgeously managed to  convey the sound of his 

childhood in Compton. In bringing gangster rap to the world, N.W.A transformed Los Angeles 

much like the rebellion that occurred in 1992.  

Though there were obvious differences between each—bebop was realized by a single 

individual, whereas gangster rap saw a group take it to the national stage, for instance—the most 

striking aspect of these historical narratives is their similarities. First, gangster rap and bebop 

both rose out of incredibly oppressive socio-political conditions. These conditions not only 

influenced the locations that launched the new music, but also the musicians themselves. Every 

musician discussed in detail in this thesis suffered in poverty in their youth, and every musician 

found themselves linked to the prostitution, drugs, and, in some cases, violence that had infested 

their neighborhoods. This was in large part due to poor leadership—Tom Pendergast, Daryl 

Gates, and Ronald Reagan all fall into this category in this thesis—that disproportionately 

affected the black and brown communities that existed within Los Angeles, Kansas City, and 

even New York. These conditions both served to essentially contain musicians within their 

communities, and in doing so, encouraged them to express themselves in more contentious ways 
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than ever before. These artists were forced to carve their own paths to success, as so many 

avenues had been denied to them.  

Secondly, both revolutions occurred in two stages—one artist ushered in another artist or 

group. Perhaps this is not surprising, as all musicians have influences. But rather than signaling 

sources of inspiration, these two stages illustrated just how difficult it was for these musical 

revolutions to occur. A number of cards had to line up in both Kansas City and Los Angeles, 

where the critical link was the moment by which one artist, knowingly or unknowingly, planted a 

seed in the minds of those who came next. If Ice Cube had not heard “6 ‘N the Mornin’,” or 

Parker had decided to steer clear of the Reno Club, then the world of today would sound like a 

different place.  

Thirdly, mediums enabled these artists to disseminate their sound. Though they varied in 

effect, each of them nonetheless played fundamental roles in each revolution. In Kansas City, for 

example, the local radio station W9XBY’s coverage of Basie’s band at the Reno Club not only 

catapulted his career, but it also raised local’s awareness of the group, which in turn, contributed 

to the atmosphere that proved so pivotal for the young Charlie Parker. In New York, Parker’s 

new music was bolstered by mediums such as vinyl recordings, as well as 52nd Street itself, the 

regular coverage of which by various jazz periodicals meant that Parker’s work would not go 

unnoticed. In Los Angeles, similarly, a radio station served a central role in raising local 

awareness about the new sound. At KDAY Radio, Greg Mack turned the station’s focus to local 

hip-hop, sharing the city’s local music to eager listeners across South Central. Macola Records, 

furthermore, enabled amateur artists to produce and sell their own records for a relatively cheap 

price. Ice-T’s “6 ‘N the Mornin’” as well as N.W.A’s earliest work, were both printed at the 
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Macola plant. Yo! MTV Raps added visuals to the equation and took hip-hop nationally, 

introducing countless Americans to hip-hop music and culture for the first time and increasing 

N.W.A’s audience.  

Lastly, both revolutions are largely ignored in scholarly discourse. As mentioned in the 

introduction of this thesis, it took more than thirty years for Charlie Parker to receive adequate 

coverage in scholarly works. And it is only in the last few years that gangster rap has received 

any significant lengthy coverage. Perhaps this has a lot to do with 2015’s biographical picture on 

N.W.A, “Straight Outta Compton.” In either case, the clear void in scholarship illustrates how 

history typically favors the opinion of the status quo immediately following these revolutions.  

Fortunately, however, time has been kind to both bebop and gangster rap—today, the 

amount of scholarship that covers these subjects continues to grow, which, in turn, inspires 

constant revision. Furthermore, this increase in scholarship has had the positive effect of 

increasing the artistic legitimacy that both movements deserve. Jazz and hip-hop are now more 

appreciated than ever before: 1987 saw Congress pass H.Con.Res. 57, recognizing jazz as “a 

multifaceted art form which continues to birth and nurture new stylistic idioms and cultural 

fusions.” And in 2018, Dr. Dre’s prodigy, Compton-born rapper Khendrick Lamar, won 

hip-hop’s first ever Pulitzer Prize in Music for his album DAMN., described as “a virtuosic song 

collection unified by its vernacular authenticity and rhythmic dynamism...”  Though today we 314

better appreciate these movements—these two examples of revolutionary music—as works of 

art, in both cases it took far too long to do so. Both Charlie Parker and Eric Wright, or Eazy E, 

died young, unable to receive the recognition they deserved. This thesis presents these artists as 

314 “DAMN., by Khendrick Lamar,” Pulitzer, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://www.pulitzer.org/winners/kendrick-lamar.  
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martyrs—pioneers who died too young to see change. In comparing the rise of bebop and 

gangster rap and the role of the oppressive societies which incubated them, we may better 

appreciate the next radical new art for what it really is—a musical revolution. 
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